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Lot Lot Description Estimate

B1 .72cal "Bobbejaanboud" Percussion R 6500.00

Smooth 12 bore, originally a flintlock but later converted to percussion action. Octagon 

to round 41,5" barrel. The full-length stock is of attractive straight grained stinkwood, 

furniture of brass with engraving to trigger guard, complete with ram rod. Light 

engraving of an ostrich on lock plate. This muzzle loader is typical of the early Cape, the 

stock would probably have been made by Malay slaves as would the assembly of the 

barrel and action which would have been imported from Holland or Germany. The 

conversion to percussion action would probably only have been done in the late 1830's 

as caps were not readily available in the platteland, suggesting that this piece may have 

been in use for 40 years or more. A real item of Afrikaner history.

B2 .40cal Arabian Pistol - Flint R 1500.00

Typically Arabian ornate flintlock with 10" swamped barrel. Fair to good condition. Brass 

trigger guard, silver inlays to barrel, extended tang to grip. Fair to good condition.

B3 .56cal John Hayton S/S Double Percussion Rifle R 28500.00

Damascus barrels of 29,5" marked to "John Hayton Grahamstown" with 7-leaf rear 

sight, 20 x 1inch graduations to broad top rib with provision for "goal post' type long 

distance rear sight. Engraved locks are also marked to "Hayton" . Engraving to locks, 

hammers, tang & trigger guard. Brass tip to ebony ram rod. Chequered wrist and fore 

end. Extended tang & butt plate to well-figured stock which has not been refinished.  

Gun is in particularly good original condition with much original finish to Damascus 

barrels. Good to good plus overall.

B4 .69cal M1842 Chatellerault Musket R 2750.00

Barrel length of 39", all steel furniture throughout. "Chatellerault" markings to lock, 

tang dated 1842, barrel dated 1858. "DM 186" marks to stock.

B5 .45 Whitworth Carbine By Thomas Murcott R 6500.00

Westley Richards monkey tail styled lock and hammer. Whitworth rifled 450 bore 26" 

full stock barrel. Barrel marked "68 Hay Market London" & "T Murcott" to lock plate. 

Chequering to wrist shows some wear, overall good original condition.

B6 .72cal Cavalry Carbine By John Keene R 4500.00

Full-stock carbine with 20" smoothbore barrel, captive ram rod, brass mounts and lock 

plate marked to; "J. Keen London". London proofs to barrel. Good to good plus 

condition.
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B7 No Item

B8 .56cal/12ga John Hayton Cape Gun R 12500.00

Two-groove rifle barrel for winged bullet, 26,5" Damascus barrels. Broad top rib marked. 

Bar action locks marked to "John Hayton". Lion scene engraved to patch box. Top rib 

has grooves for sliding "goalpost" sight. Plum brown/grey finish to metalwork. Fair to 

good condition.
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B9 Belgian 4-Barrel Smooth Bore Rifle R 7500.00

Rotating barrels, double locks, Belgian proofed, 28" Damascus barrels. Back-action 

side locks, engraved tang, trigger guard, locks, hammers & butt plate. Well-figured 

walnut stock. A superior grade gun in an unusual configuration. Stock has been 

professionally refinished, good overall condition.

B10 .75cal Brown Bess Musket R 5500.00

Barrel length of 33", full-stock configuration, brass mounts to musket. Lock marked with 

"Crown cipher & Tower Proof", displays re-colour case-hardening. Military 

acceptance stamps and "S.D" makers marks to barrel. Foresight missing, and a rear 

sight had previously been fitted. Escutcheon plate to tang. Good overall condition.

B11-13 No Item

B14 .577cal DGH 3-Band Musket - Repro R 2750.00

Smoothbore repro of the 3-band Patt. 1858 British military rifle. Lock marked "Crown 

V.R. Tower". Three band configuration with ram rod. Blued. Excellent condition.

B15 .50cal Lyman Deer Stalker R 3500.00

Rifle has 24" barrel with 1:48" twist, wood stock and satin weathershield type finish to it. 

Lyman peep sight fitted to tang and tunnel fore sight to muzzle. Solid rubber butt pad. 

Traditional type muzzle-loading rifle. Good plus condition.

B16 .72cal Kodiak Express & 10ga Shotgun Barrel R 16500.00

Chequered wrist & fore end, barrel length of 24" with a twist of 1:86". Steel furniture, 

colour case-hardened lock & tang. Rear sight is two-leaf flip-up open sights adjustable 

for windage & elevation. Weight of 10,5 lbs. Nipples for #11 caps. Stock has been 

professionally extended and pad added to give a 15,75" L.O.P. Excellent condition. 

Includes 10ga. barrel for a drop-in fit.

B17 .72cal Pedersoli Double Rifle R 9500.00

Chequered wrist & fore-end, 24" barrel with a twist of 1:75". Steel furniture, colour case-

hardened lock & tang. Rear sight is two-leaf flip-up open sights adjustable for windage 

& elevation. Weight of 10,5 lbs. Nipples for #11 caps. Excellent condition.

B18 .50cal CVA "Electra" Percussion Rifle R 4750.00

Electronic ignition rifle with super smooth trigger pull.

B19 .50cal Pedersoli "Brutus" Hardwoods Rifle - New R 6500.00

Inline percussion with Hi-viz sights to 28" barrel. Two piece hardwood stock with black 

rubber recoil pad to it. New in box.

B20 .50cal Pedersoli Rolling Block + 20ga Shotgun Barrel - New R 6500.00

Possibly the best selling .50cal percussion rifle on the SA market. Rolling block inline 

action. Includes additional 20ga shotgun barrel, so that it can be used for birds or beast. 

New in box.

B21 .50cal Pedersoli Rolling Block "Super Fancy"+ 20ga Shotgun Barrel - 

New

R 7000.00

21 1/2" (545mm) round slightly tapered barrel, ramrod securely held underneath. The 

action silvered and engraved with fancy scrolling and borders. The stock and forearm of 

fancy pattern dyed hardwood. The butt pad solid black rubber. New in box.

B22 .50cal Pedersoli "Big Five" Presentation Rifle - New R 70000.00

A custom order from the Pedersoli custom shop. The "Big Five" percussion variant of 

the rolling block. Heavy 30" (762mm) octagonal blued barrel. The steel action silver 

finished with the "Big Five" inlaid in gold on the RHS. On the LHS and on the trigger 

guard and bottom excellent scroll work. The stock and fore arm of superlative high-

grade walnut with lots of contrasting figure. Pistol grip with a 24 LPI chequering to both 

sides. Gun is quite striking, new and has never been fired.

B23 .50cal T/C Impact Percussion Rifle - New R 6500.00

Inline rifle with a break-open sliding hood design. A 26" (661mm) very slightly tapered 

round barrel with 1:28" twist. Single action hammer. Camo polymer stock with black soft 

rubber recoil pad & removable spacer.

REPRO & MODERN MUZZLELOADERS

NEW MUZZLELOADERS
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B24 .50cal T/C Encore "Pro-Hunter" XT Percussion Rifle R 15000.00

New. Flex-tech recoil reducing stock providing a 43% recoil reduction, Swing Hammer 

for ease of cocking when scope is mounted, Speed Breech provides for a quick turn-out 

by hand, Weathershield 28" Fluted stainless steel barrel. All Encore and Encore Pro-

Hunter barrels will interchange on any Encore or Encore Pro-hunter frames providing 

enormous versatility. It can then be used as a muzzle-loader, shotgun, pistol or rifle. 

Recommended Retail Price - R19500

B25 .50cal T/C Triumph  "Bone Collector" Rifle R 9000.00

One of T/C's premier muzzle-loaders. Tip-up action with a trigger guard operated toggle 

lock. Flextech recoil reducing stock with "Realtree AP" camo finish,  Fluted 28" barrel 

with a 1;28" twist, Hi-viz fibber optic sights, drilled & tapped for scope use and power 

rod.  Recommended Retail Price - 12830

B26 12ga Euroarms "Buffalo Hunt" Carbine - New R 6500.00

Twelve bore 28 1/4" (718mm) barrel, front ramp sight, rear peep sight. Chequered 

walnut stock with a rosewood or ebony fore arm tip. Brand new in box.

B27 .50cal Ardesa Vortek Inline Percussion Rifle - New R 5250.00

Inline percussion rifle.  72cm (28 3/8") fluted barrel, break action with hammer. 

Synthetic stock and fore arm . New.

B28 .75cal Flintlock DGH "Bobbejaanboud" Musket - New R 9500.00

Repro of "Bobbejaanboud" musket used by early South African hunters and settlers. 

Full stocked barrel of 45,5 ", cheek piece to heavyish "Bobbejaanboud" type stock. 

Gun was designed for ease of loading from horseback. Recommended Retail Price - 

R11500

B29 12ga DGH Single Barrel Percussion Shotgun - New R 4250.00

Single barrel of 31" with smooth finished hardwood stock. Under-rib and wooden ram 

rod to  barrel. Chequering and extended trigger guard to straight grip, steel butt plate. 

All metal work blued. Recommended Retail Price - R4950

B30 12ga DGH S/S Percussion Shotgun - New R 5750.00

Double barrel with 28" (710mm) barrels, smooth finished hard wood stock with cheek 

piece and extended trigger guard forming a pistol grip, metal work displays all blued 

finish. Recommended Retail Price - R7500

Lot Lot Description Estimate

C1 .30-06 Verney Carron Impact LA Slide Action Rifle R 17000.00

In-line fast operating slide-action with five round detachable magazine and hi-viz 

sighting rib, ideal for running game. Recommended Retail Price - R14500

C2 .30-06 Mannlicher "Classic Blue" Rifle R 55000.00

According to information from Steyr, only fifteen of these rifles were produced. The 

barrel and action are case coloured in a deep bright finish which appears to change 

colour hues as you turn the rifle. Stocked with a rather attractive piece of European 

walnut with rosewood fore end  tip and grip cap. European cheek piece. In a Steyr 

mould hard case. Hammer-forged barrel of 24". Recommended Retail Price - R55 000.

C3 .30-06 Zastava M98 Synthetic Stock - New R 9750.00

Serbian built, FN M98 Mauser based action sporting solid side wall and sans clip 

loading feature. Barrel length of 24", side safety to adjustable trigger, drop floor plate to 

magazine. Hogue overmoulded stock. Recommended Retail Price - R13500.

C4 .270win Zastava M98 Synthetic Stocked - New R 9500.00

Serbian built, FN M98 Mauser based action, sporting solid side wall and sans clip 

loading feature. Open sights to barrel of 24", side safety to adjustable trigger, drop floor 

plate to magazine. Hogue over moulded stock. Recommended Retail Price - R13500.

C5 .300win mag Golden Eagle Rifle - New R 14500.00

No sights to 26,5" barrel, well-figured American walnut stock with skip-line chequering, 

3-shot magazine. Contrasting grip cap and fore end tip. Made in Japan by Nikko, 

introduced 1976, discontinued 1979, the Golden Eagle was intended to compete with 

the Weatherby rifles and is very much a top-end rifle. Rifle has been in dealers stock for 

30+ years.

CATEGORY C ~ NEW WEAPONS
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C6 .30-06 Winchester Mod 70 Alaskan Rifle - New R 17500.00

25" medium barrel, hooded front sight and fixed standing rear sight (slightly adjustable). 

Bolt action with rear recoil cross bolt only. Medium coloured walnut stock with wrap 

around fore arm pattern and panels to the pistol grip sides. New. Recommended Retail 

Price -  R23897.00

C7 7.62x39mm Norinco Bushranger Rifle - New R 3950.00

Lightweight compact hunting rifle, ideal for women and children. Bolt action with five 

shot magazine and 21" barrel. Scope bases fitted to receiver. New condition. 

Recommended retail price R4950.

C8 .375h&h "Classic" Semi-Custom Rifle - New R 19500.00

Built on the P14 action which provides a greater action length and larger magazine 

capacity than the standard M98 Mauser action whilst still providing a controlled feed 

and claw extractor which is essential on a big bore rifle. Open sights to 24" McGowan 

barrel. Five round magazine capacity, straight line walnut stock with shadow line cheek 

piece. Double recoil lugs to stock.  A rugged hard working utility rifle ideal for PH or 

Game Scout work.

C9 .404jeff "Classic" Semi-Custom Rifle - New R 29500.00

Built on the P14 action which provides a greater action length and larger magazine 

capacity than the standard M98 Mauser action whilst still providing a controlled feed 

and claw extractor which is essential on a big bore rifle. Three leaf express sights and 

barrel band swivel to 24" McGowan barrel. Four + 1 round magazine capacity, straight 

line walnut stock with shadow line cheek piece and Pachmayr "Decelerator" pad fitted. 

Double recoil lugs to stock.  A rugged hard working utility rifle.

C10 .404jeff "Classic M98" Semi-Custom Rifle - New R 32500.00

Built on the M98 Mauser Brno action with an extended magazine box to give a three + 1 

round magazine capacity. McGowan barrel of 24,5" has a barrel band swivel and open 

sights. Pachmayr "Decelerator" pad to straight line walnut stock with chequered wrist 

and fore end. Double recoil lugs to stock.  A practical "big-bore" rifle.

C11 .416rigby "Classic" Semi-Custom Rifle - New R 29500.00

Built on the P14 action which provides a greater action length and better magazine 

capacity than the standard M98 Mauser action whilst still providing a controlled feed 

and claw extractor which is essential on a big bore rifle. Open sights and barrel band 

swivel to 23,5" McGowan barrel. Three + 1 round magazine capacity, straight line 

walnut stock with chequered wrist and fore end, shadow line cheek piece. Pachmayr  

Decelerator pad fitted. A rugged hard working utility rifle.

C12 .45-70 Pedersoli "Kodiak" Double Rifle - New R 39000.00

Hammer gun with 24" barrels, carrying 3 leaf rear sight and ramp fore sight, colour case 

hardened locks, action, top lever and hammers. Wrap-around chequering to slim fore 

end, two-panel chequering to semi-pistol grip stock which has cheek piece and solid 

brown rubber butt plate. Recommended Retail Price - R45000

C13 12ga ATA "Trap" O/U Shotgun R 17500.00

With 30" (762mm) barrels, and 5 choke tubes. The ventilated top rib is raised. Side ribs 

only go as far as the fore arm. Blued receiver with single selective trigger. Stock with a 

slight cheek piece and adjustable comb. It and the fore arm with extensive 24 LPI laser-

cut chequering. Recommended Retail Price - R23185

C14 12ga Ata "Camo-Max V" Semi-Auto Field Shotgun R 9750.00

Gas operated semi-auto with five round magazine capacity. Chamber length of 3" giving 

one the option to use lighter target loads or heavy game loads. Multi-choke system.  

Barrel length of 28" with 3" chamber. Recommended Retail Price - R13950

C15 12ga Ata "Bronze" Semi-Auto Field Shotgun R 9750.00

Multi-choke gun with adjustable gas operating system allowing one to shoot heavy 

game loads or light target loads. Ribbed barrel of 28" with 3" chamber. Grade 2 walnut 

stock. Bronze finished action. Recommended Retail Price - R14600

C16 12ga ATA "Camo-Max V" O/U Shotgun - New R 14500.00

28"(762mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers and 5 chokes. Steel receiver with single 

selective trigger. Stock, fore arm and receiver in camo. Recommended Retail Price - 

R17615
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C17 12ga Ata SP1 "White" O/U Shotgun - New R 12500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes and tool. 

Black finished receiver with single selective trigger, Walnut stock and fore arm, laser 

chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver Pigeon. Recommended 

Retail Price - R16950.00

C18 12ga Ata SP1 "Black" O/U Shotgun - New R 12500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes and tool. 

Black finished receiver with single selective trigger, Walnut stock and fore arm, laser 

chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver Pigeon. Recommended 

Retail Price - R16950

C19 12ga Ata SP1 "Silver II" O/U Shotgun - New R 12500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes and tool. 

Black finished receiver with single selective trigger, Walnut stock and fore arm, laser 

chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver Pigeon.  Recommended 

Retail Price -  R16950.00

C20 12ga Ata SP1 "Engraved" O/U Shotgun - New R 18500.00

In hard plastic case. 30" (762mm) barrels with 3"(76mm) chambers with 5 chokes. The 

receiver relief engraved with ducks on the sides and bottom. Fore arm and stock of a 

high grade walnut, with fine laser cut chequering.  Recommended Retail Price - 

R24350.00

C21 12ga Ata "Greywing" O/U Shotgun - New R 16800.00

In brushed finish carry case. 28 " (712mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers. Side rib of 

only 120mm at the muzzles and ventilated top rib to cut down on weight which is just 

under 6.6lbs (3kg). A greywing partridge is engraved on each side of the receiver. The 

walnut fore arm and stock are laser cut chequered. With manual, carry sling and cap.  

Recommended Retail Price - R20000

C22 12ga Ata "Sporter" O/U Shotgun - New R 17800.00

In a brushed finished case. 28" (712mm) barrels with 3"(76mm) chambers and 

ventilated ribs. Blued receiver with single selective trigger. Walnut fore arm and stock 

with adjustable comb. Laser cut chequering to both. Oil finish to stock. With a manual, 

cap and carry sling.  Recommended Retail Price - R22600

C23 12ga Benelli "Rafaello" Semi-Auto Field Shotgun - New R 24000.00

Semi-auto with a 27" (686mm) barrel and 4 chokes. Black alloy receiver and 5 shot 

magazine. Medium walnut with laser cut chequering. In hard polymer carry case. 

Recommended Retail Price - R32500.

C24 12ga Benelli "Ultralight" Semi-Auto Shotgun - New R 23500.00

Weighing in at a trace over 6 1/4lbs (2.85kg) makes it the lightest 12ga semi-auto in the 

market. A 26" barrel with carbon fibre ventilated top rib, has 4 choke tubes, magazine 

takes 4 rounds. Walnut fore arm and stock with plenty of figure and barring. Laser cut 

patterns to 24LPI on pistol grip sides and a wrap-around fore arm pattern. In a hard 

polymer carry case. Recommended Retail Price - R34875

C25 20ga Benelli "Ultra-Light" Semi-Auto Shotgun R 23500.00

Weighing in at a trace over 5.2 lbs (2.36kg) makes it the lightest semi-auto on the 

market. A  24" barrel with carbon fibre ventilated top rib, has 4 choke tubes. Magazine 

takes 4 rounds. Satin finished walnut fore arm and stock with plenty of figure and 

barring. Laser-cut patterns to 24LPI on pistol grip sides and a wrap-around fore arm 

pattern. In a hard polymer carry case.  Recommended Retail Price - R34875

C26 12ga Benelli M2 Semi-Auto Shotgun - New R 21000.00

A 50cm (19.5") barrel with front sight on a wide rib. Black steel receiver, semi-auto 

operation. Black polymer stock & fore end soft insert at the butt.  Recommended Retail 

Price - R28850.00

C27 12ga Benelli M3 Tactical Shotgun - New R 22500.00

Called the 'Super Combat'. A 50mm (19 1/2") barrel with an improved choke. Front sight 

on big rib. Black steel receiver, pump or semi-auto action. Extended magazine. Black 

polymer stock and fore arm, soft butt insert for recoil reduction.  Recommended Retail 

Price - R29995.
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C28 .223rem T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel length of 22" and twist of 1:12.   Recommended Retail Price - R17060.

C29 .22-250 T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

. Barrel length of 22 ", twist 1:12 ". Recommended Retail Price - R17060

C30 .243win T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

. Barrel of 22" (559mm), twist of 1:12. Recommended Retail Price - R17060

C31 .270win T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel length of 24" twist 1:10". Recommended Retail Price - R17060.

C32 7mm-08 T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

 Barrel length of 22 ", twist 1:9". Recommended Retail Price - R17060

C33 7mmrem mag T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

. Barrel length of 24", twist 1:9". Recommended Retail Price - R17060

C34 No Item

C35 .308win T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

 Barrel of 22" with 1:12 twist. Recommended Retail Price - R17060

C36 .30-06 T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel of 24" with 1:10 twist. Recommended Retail Price - R17060

C37 .300winmag T/C Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

 Barrel length of 24", twist of 1:10". Recommended Retail Price - R17060

C38 .243win T/C Dimension Rifle - Left Hand Action - New R 16500.00

Barrel of 22" (559mm) free floating, twist 1:10, Recommended Retail Price - R21640. 

Further left-hand rifles are available in .223, .270 & .30-06.

C39 .223rem T/C Venture Rifle - New R 10500.00

 Barrel length of 22" with 1:12" twist. Recommended Retail Price - R13950.

C40 .243win T/C Venture Rifle - New R 10500.00

 Barrel of 22" with 1:10 twist. Recommended Retail Price - R13950.00

C41 .243win T/C Venture Compact Rifle - New R 10500.00

Barrel of 20" with 1:10 twist. Perfect for a growing youngster.

C42 .25-06 T/C Venture Rifle - New R 10500.00

Barrel of 24" and 1:10 twist. Recommended Retail Price - R13850

C43 .270win T/C Venture Rifle - New R 10500.00

Barrel length of 24" with 1:12" twist. Recommended Retail Price - R13850

C44 7mm-08 T/C Venture Rifle - New R 10500.00

Barrel length of 22" with 1:9" twist. Recommended Retail Price - R13850.

C45 .30-06 T/C Venture Rifle - New R 10500.00

Barrel of 24" with 1:10" twist. Recommended Retail Price - R13850.

C46 .300win mag T/C Venture Rifle - New R 10500.00

 Barrel length of 24" and twist of 1:10". Recommended Retail Price - R13850.

T/C DIMENSION RIFLES

T/C is a Smith & Wesson owned company and all products are built to S&W standards. T/C 

Dimension rifles have 11 interchangeable calibers and are built for accuracy. All rifles have a factory 

MOA guarantee and are rifled with 5R rifling which provides minimal bullet deformation whilst 

providing the necessary stability. Hogue overmoulded stocks have the entire barrel exposed and are 

designed for optimal cooling of barrels. Adjustable triggers. Rifles have a weight of 7lbs. Purpose 

designed carry cases and a variety of barrels are available. Recommended retail prices were 

generated at an exchange rate of R11,05/ $1. Current rates are in the region of R18,05/$1. It is 

obvious that current replacement costs would be at least 63% higher

T/C Venture rifles have composite stocks, adjustable triggers and all have 5R rifling and are supplied 

with a factory MOA guarantee. Detachable 3-rd. magazine and nitride coated bolt. Recommended 

retail prices are based on an exchange rate of R11,05 /$1.

T/C VENTURE RIFLES
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C47 .300wsm T/C Venture Rifle - New R 11000.00

Barrel length of 24" with 1:10" twist.

C48 .243win T/C Venture Treestand Rifle - New R 11000.00

Camo finished model Barrel length of 22" with 1:10 rifling twist. Recommended Retail 

Price - R14655.

C49 .22-250 T/C Venture Predator Max Rifle - New R 11500.00

Composite stock with "Realtree" camo finish to stock & barrel. Fluted barrel length of 

22" with 5-R rifling, target crown & 1:12 twist.  Recommended Retail Price - R15050. 

Camo finished scopes available.

C50 .308win T/C Venture Predator Maxi Rifle - New R 11500.00

Composite stock with "Realtree" camo finish to stock & metalwork. Fluted barrel length 

of 22" with 5-R rifling, target crown & 1:10 twist.   Recommended Retail Price - R15050

C51 .270win Thompson Centre Icon Rifle - New R 15000.00

For the traditionalist who still want an accurate rifle with a chequered walnut stock.  

Barrel length of 24" with target style crown and 1:12 twist. Recommended Retail Price - 

R19830.

C52 .308win T/C Encore Rifle - New R 15000.00

For those who want a complete "shooting system". The basic action can be used for a 

muzzle-loader, shotgun: rimfire rifle or pistol, centerfire rifle or pistol and has a "swing 

hammer" which can be altered for rimfire or centerfire use. Barrel of 28" with 1:10" twist.  

Recommended Retail Price - R19035.

C53 9mmp Strybog HMC - New R 16950.00

Lightweight HMC with folding stock, ideal for PCC use. Built by Grand Power using their 

rotating barrel system. Gun comes in a hard carry case. Includes 20 & 30rd. magazines.  

Recommended Retail Price - R19950.

C54 .223rem Troy Tactical Slide Action Rifle R 22500.00

The Troy is designed as slide action tactical rifle and has a telescoping butt, a 30-rd 

M16 type magazine, full length tactical/picatinny type top rail, cushioned and slotted fore 

end a 17" barrel plus muzzle brake. Built by Troy Defense of Springfield Mass. USA.

C55 No Item

C56 .22lr M4 Upper Receiver By Chiappa - New R 5600.00

Barrel, fore arm and action top only.  A conversion kit for the AR15/M16 rifle which 

allows you to use cheap .22rf ammo. New.

C57 .45lc Uberti Cattleman 5,5" Revolver - New R 6000.00

"Gunfighter" model. Matt blue finish to frame & 5,5" barrel. Chequered polymer grips.  

Recommended Retail Price - R7060.

C58 .357mag Uberti Mod 1873 7,5" Revolver R 6500.00

"Deluxe" variant with colour case-hardened frame, gloss blue 7,5" barrel, brass back 

strap and walnut grips. Recommended Retail Price - RR7700.

C59 .38spl Taurus Mod 82S 4" Blue Revolver - New R 2950.00

Designed for the security industry the Mod 82S has no hammer spur and it has a 

lanyard attachment ring to the butt. Rubber grip and fixed sights.

C60 12ga Izarm O/U Shotgun - New R 8500.00

Multi-choke with 28" (71cm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers and ventilated top rib. 5 

chokes. Action with ejectors and a single selective trigger. Non-auto safety. The 

hardwood stock and fore arm with laser cut chequering, LOP 14 1/8" (362mm). New.  

Recommended Retail Price - R12785.00

C61 20ga Pietta S/Auto "Challenge" Sporting Shotgun - New R 14000.00

Inertia system gun with multi-chokes to 770mm [30"] ventilated rib barrel. Extensive 

engraving to side of action, gold plated trigger and well-figured stock.  Recommended 

Retail Price - R22500

C62 12ga Redolfi EOS Trap Shotgun - New R 27500.00

With adjustable butt, 30" multi-choke barrels, single trigger, ejector action and extended 

chokes. In manufacturer's hard carry case with instruction manual etc.

OTHER FIREARMS
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C63 9mmp M1 Carbine By Chiappa - Synthetic Stock - New R 8500.00

9mmp Variant of the famed US .30M1 carbine. Blued 19' barrel, two Beretta M92 

magazines included with each carbine. Synthetic stock.   Recommended Retail Price - 

R10025.00

C64 9mmp M1 Carbine By Chiappa - Wooden Stock - New R 9000.00

9mmp Variant of the famed US .30M1 carbine. Blued 19' barrel, two Beretta M92 

magazines included with each carbine. Wooden stock.   Recommended Retail Price -  

R11000.00

Lot Lot Description Estimate

D1 .380/9mmk Vektor CP1 Pistol - Boxed R 6500.00

The 9mmk variant of the CP1 is extremely scarce and was made only for the West 

German market. In factory marked hard case. Polymer framed pistol with 15-shot 

magazine. Pistol is complete with cleaning rod, jags, spare magazine, instruction & 

warranty manuals plus take-down tool. Condition "as new".

D2 9mmp Griffon CW 11 Pistol - Boxed R 4500.00

In manufacturer's hard box with spare magazine .Designed & produced by Gary Barnes 

and Continental Weapons ltd., the CW11 is a single action pistol using the Colt lock-up 

system and has serrations to both front & rear of slide. Skeleton trigger, mag release 

ahead of the trigger and Tokarev type safety fitted to the slide. Hooked trigger guard 

and serrations to front & rear of frame. Two-tone finish with some loss of finish to slide 

& frame. Good overall condition.

D3 9mmp ADP Compact Pistol - Boxed R 4500.00

In manufacturer's box with spare magazine, cleaning kit and take-down tool. Two tone 

finish. Second model with thumb magazine release. Designed by Alex du Plessis and 

named after him. Initial production by Aserma in New Germany, later production by 

Truvelo Armoury in Midrand. Manufactured  with a polymer frame it was very innovative 

for it's time. The intention was to produce a light and concealable handgun. Good plus 

condition.

D4 6.35mm "ASP" Pistol In Wallet R 2500.00

South African made variant of the FN "Baby" Browning. All chromed finish. The grip 

plates of black polymer with gold line high-lighting. With a suede belt holster and factory 

leather caddy/wallet. Mint condition.

D5 No Item

D6 9mmp H&K P7 M13 Pistol - Boxed R 12500.00

In factory box with spare magazine, instruction manual and test target. "Squeeze-

cocker" with 13-shot magazine, 4,13" fixed barrel with polygonal rifling, ambidextrous 

mag release and 3-dot sighting system. Discontinued 1994. Good plus condition.

D7 9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol - Boxed R 2950.00

In manufacturer's box with test target and instruction manual. Marked "Walther P1 

Kal.9mm 1/70". Matching numbers very good condition.

D8 9mmp H&K P30L Pistol - Boxed R 12500.00

In factory box with spare magazine, spare grips & inserts, instruction manual and 

magazine loader. Fifteen rd. magazine capacity, lower picatinny rail, DA trigger, barrel 

length of 4,5". Good to good plus condition.

D9 .38spl Colt Detective Special 2" Revolver - Boxed R 3500.00

In manufacturer's box with instruction manual. High-gloss factory blue, chequered 

wooden grips. Manufactured 1976. Mint condition.

D10 .22lr Colt Govt. Model Conversion Kit - Boxed R 4750.00

In factory box marked "Colt Conversion Kit uses .22 long rifle ammunition. For use 

only  on Colt Govt. model 45 and Colt super 38 automatic pistols". Good to good 

plus condition.

D11 .22lr Colt "New Frontier" 6" Blue Revolver - Boxed R 4500.00

In Manufacturer's factory box with instruction manual. Chequered hard rubber grips with 

Colt prancing horse logo and US coat of arms to both sides. Colour case-hardened 

frame. Adjustable rear sight. Mint condition.

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
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D12 7mm Pin Fire Revolver - Pre 1898 R 2250.00

Double action mechanism with folding trigger and 2,5" barrel. Smooth Walnut grips. 

Good plus original condition.

D13 No Item

D14 .22rf Sharps 4-Barrel Derringer - Pre 1898 R 2950.00

Barrel length of 2,5", brass frame marked to "C. Sharps &Co. Philadelphia -Pa." 

which shows traces of original nickel coating. Wooden grips which display an attractive 

patina. Bluing to barrels has faded greyish brown colour. Good working order.

D15 .32 Pinfire Revolvers x 2 - Pre 1898 R 2750.00

Both with smooth wooden grips, 3,4" barrels and side ejector rods. One heavily 

engraved, the other one plain. Both in good working order.

D16 .32acp Webley MP Pattern Pistol R 2750.00

"Metropolitan Police" model. RH side of slide marked "Standard Bank". Chequered 

vulcanite grips, 3,55" barrel, serial no. 131080. Very good bore. Good to good plus 

overall.

D17 .32acp Webley  Mod 1908 Pistol R 1850.00

Slight holster wear to protruding barrel, rest good original condition.

D18 .455 Webley & Scott Mk I N Semi Auto Pistol R 50000.00

Left side of slide marked "Pistol Self-Loading .455 Mark 1N 1914" indicating Royal Navy 

issue. W&S winged bullet logo to left front of slide, British Govt. broad arrow ownership 

marks. Chequered wooden grips, grip safety, external hammer and lanyard ring to heel 

of butt. Two position magazine catch, the lower one allowing for single loading while 

keeping the magazine contents in reserve. Pistols are very scarce with a total of 8050 

made for the Royal Navy. They have had a very low survival rate with a high percentage 

of them at the bottom of the ocean after two world wars. Very good plus original 

condition.

D19 .450 Pryse Pat. Revolver By Francotte - Pre 1898 R 2250.00

Octagonal barrel of 5.5"(140mm) with a pretty good bore. Top break ejector model with 

twin opening levers on either side of the frame. Trigger/hammer presently inoperative. 

Wooden hand grip with 18LPI flat-top chequering.

D20 38 JA&C Pinfire Revolver - Pre 1898 R 1450.00

Octagonal 4,5" barrel. Trigger mechanism faulty.

D21 .44 Tranter Pat Revolver R 2500.00

Percussion to center-fire conversion. Octagonal 4,5" barrel. Replacement  chequered 

wooden grips, form of grip has also been changed. Frame marked "Tranters Patent". 

Top strap marked to London dealer address. Fair overall condition.

D22 .45 Adams Mk II Service Revolver - Pre 1898 R 12500.00

Octagonal 6" barrel has a reasonable bore. Side-mounted ejector rod. Chequered 

wooden grips. "Adams Patent" in oval to side of frame. High % original finish. Zulu war 

vintage. Good to good plus original condition.

D23 .476 Lancaster 4-Barrel Pistol R 42500.00

Popular in the mid-late 19th century with colonial officers, the 4-barrel Lancaster offered 

reliability, a rapid rate of fire and stopping power. Approx 712 of these pistols were 

manufactured. Top break with a LHS lever, 6" (152mm) barrels with Lancaster's unique 

oval bore rifling which gives the appearance of unrifled barrels. Barrel rib marked 

"Charles Lancaster Patent 151 New Bond St. London" & ".476C.F.". Folding 

extension to trigger. Birds' head grips are of a dark chequered walnut and in good 

condition. Barrels & frame have approx 50% original finish with balance faded to a plum 

brown colour. Metalwork displays some scattered & light surface pitting marks under the 

finish. Mechanically excellent.

D24 .320 Tranters Single Shot Pistol - Pre 1898 R 5750.00

Single shot, break action pistol, with 7,9" octagonal barrel, frame marked "Tranters 

Patent". Chequered wood grips. Metal finish faded to silver grey overall. Some light pit 

marks to bore. Good overall.
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D25 .450 Webley M P Revolver - Pre 1898 R 2500.00

Solid frame,  2,5" barrel, reasonable bore, 6 shot plain cylinder. Trigger return spring is 

defunct but with a bit of assistance works in single and double action. One piece 

chequered wooden grip.

D26-27 No Item

D28 .455 Webley Mk II Revolver - Pre 1898 R 9500.00

British military acceptance/inspection stamps & WD marks to frame & barrel. Matching 

numbers. Excellent refurbished condition.

D29 .455 Webley Mk III Service Revolver - Pre 1898 R 9500.00

British military inspection stamps plus Cape Govt. marking to frame. Some loss of finish 

to bluing, good original overall.

D30 .455 Webley Mk III Service Revolver - Pre 1898 R 7500.00

With British military acceptance & disposal stamps to barrel & frame. Very good arsenal 

refinished condition.

D31 .455 Webley Mk III Service Revolver - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

Slight pitting to muzzle-end of barrel.  Customary chips to bottom of grips. Overall fair to 

good condition.

D32 .455 Webley Mk IV Service Revolver R 7500.00

Another 4" barrel, bore is good. This with hard rubber birds head grips. VGC

D33 .22/.455 Webley Mk IV Revolver R 9500.00

Mk4 .455 service revolver with .22lr. barrel tube and cylinder conversion inc. adjustable 

rear sight, plus original .455 cylinder. Frame "N.P" marked Natal Police? Good original 

condition.

D34 .455 Webley Mk VI 6" Service Revolver R 4500.00

Manufactured 1917, good to good plus condition.

D35 .455 Webley Mk VI Service Revolver R 3750.00

Manufactured 1916, carries military inspection/acceptance stamps and addorsed arrow 

sold-out-of-service stamps. Overall, good original condition.

D36 .455 Webley Mk VI 6" Service Revolver R 2500.00

Finish has been removed and a black paint finish has been applied. This is now flaking 

off and the revolver would need to be reblued. Otherwise good condition.

D37 .32 Webley Mk IV 2" Revolver R 1750.00

Large frame, small grip model 2" barrel and push-through safety catch to grip. 

Chequered hard rubber grips. Very good plus to excellent condition.

D38 .38 Webley Mk III Revolver - Pre 1898 R 1850.00

Small frame, 3" barrel. Bottom of grips chipped. Not much finish remaining to revolver. 

Fair condition.

D39 .38 Webley Mk III Revolver R 2500.00

Nickeled finish, 3" barrel, chequered hard rubber grips. Good original condition.

D40 .38 Webley & Scott Mk IV 3" Service Revolver R 1500.00

"SAP" marked, large frame, short 3" barrelled variant issued to detectives, good 

original condition.

D41 .38 Webley Mk IV SAP Revolver R 750.00

Police contract revolver with 3" barrel. Good plus original condition.

D42 .38 Enfield No 2 Mk I Revolver R 1500.00

Manufactured 1932. Black ribbed grips, "Canadian War Department" stamp to frame, 

short barrelled 3" version. Very good plus condition.

D43 .38 Enfield No 2 Mk 1* Revolver R 2250.00

Hammerless variant with 5" barrel and hard vulcanite grips, good plus condition.

D44 .38 Enfield No 2 Mk I Service Revolver R 2250.00

Manufactured Enfield 1935, ribbed black hard rubber grips, 5" barrel, adjustable rear 

sight. Good plus original condition.

D43-53 No Item

D54 .32 Colt New Pocket Revolver R 1650.00

Nickel finish, 2" barrel. Serial number 21382 indicates 1903 manufacture. DA 

mechanism faulty, rest good to good plus condition.
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D55 .38 Colt New Line House Revolver - Pre 1898 R 1500.00

Loss  of all metal finish. Gun cannot cock and cylinder won't rotate. Spur trigger 

unusual. Poor condition. A restoration project?

D56 .357mag Colt Python 4" Revolver R 12500.00

Serial no. 22099E indicating 1976 manufacture. 4" barrel, blued finish. Chequered 

wooden grips with Colt logo. Mint condition.

D57 .45acp Colt Government Series 80 Stainless Pistol R 13500.00

Serial number indicates 1989 manufacture. Blued rear sight, rest of pistol is of stainless 

material. Chequered wood grips with Colt logo to center of grips. Very good plus 

condition.

D58 .38spl Colt Agent 2" Revolver R 4500.00

Serial number W29743 indicates 1983 manufacture. Snubnose six shot with alloy frame 

and matt finish. Smooth walnut grips with Colt medallion to them. Relatively scarce. 

Good plus condition.

D59 No Item

D60 .32acp Colt Mod1903 Pocket Hammer Pistol R 2250.00

Serial number indicates 1919 manufacture. Pistol is in fair condition and would benefit 

from a refinish. All good working order.

D61 .22lr Colt Woodsman Pistol R 3750.00

Serial 5426-S indicates 1949 manufacture. Barrel length of 6" with windage and 

elevation adjustable rear sight. Thumb rest to chequered brown plastic factory grips. 

Matt finish to top of slide. A few light scratch marks to factory finish, good overall 

condition.

D62 No Item

D63 .45acp Colt Govt Model Mk4 Series 70 Pistol R 9500.00

Serial number indicates 1978 manufacture. Pistol is fitted with rubber Pachmayr grips 

and jet funnel, otherwise all standard and in very good condition.

D64 .45acp Colt Commander Pistol R 9500.00

Colt records indicate manufacture 1978 Alloy framed. 4" (102mm) barrel. Only 

modification visible is an extended spur to the grip safety. Slide marked "Joss Just, 

Ferlach" on RHS. Good plus condition.

D65 .357mag Colt Python 6" Blued Revolver R 14500.00

Serial number E36481 indicates 1971 manufacture. Chequered wooden factory grips, 

ribbed 6" barrel, high gloss factory blue. Excellent original condition.

D66 .357mag Colt Python 6" Blue Revolver R 12500.00

Gun is in mint condition with high gloss factory finish, chequered wood grips with Colt 

medallion to them and ribbed 6" barrel. Serial no. 41002E indicates 1976 manufacture.

D67 .38spl Colt Detective Special 2" Revolver R 2500.00

Serial number F21072 indicates 1974 manufacture. Blued finish displays a fair degree 

of wear, chip to top of left-hand grip. Fair to good condition.

D68 .357mag.S&W Mod 19 4" Revolver R 4950.00

Deep factory gloss blue, chequered wooden grips, adjustable sights. Serial number 

indicates 1978/9 manufacture. Good plus condition.

D69 .38 S&W "Victory" Model Service Revolver R 1500.00

Topstrap is marked "U.S Property G.H.D" and typical "V" prefix to serial number. 

Barrel length of 5", smooth walnut grips. Frame is marked "Oesterreich Polizei" with 

rack number to frame indicating re-issue to Austrian Police. Some holster wear to blued 

finish, rest good condition.

D70 .38 S&W UDF M&P Revolver R 1750.00

One of the S&W revolvers ordered by the UDF on the outbreak of WW2. It has both 

factory number and UDF numbers to it with UDF stamp to the top of the grip. 

Chequered wooden grips, 5" barrel and lanyard ring to butt. Extremely good arsenal 

refinished condition.
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D71 .38 Smith & Wesson Mod 33 2" Revolver R 3250.00

Also known as the "Regulation Police" model. Barrel length of 2", nominal cylinder 

length of 1,25". Walnut stocks with S&W medallions and diamond around the screw 

escutcheon. Small S&W trademark to left hand side of frame. Revolver appears to be a 

pre-1957 model as it has neither the Regulation Police marking nor the nor the J Frame 

marking. Postwar serial number of 71819.  A scarce snubbie variant of .38S&W caliber 

in excellent condition.

D72 9mmp Smith & Wesson Mod 39-2 Pistol R 6500.00

Serial No.A129284. Produced 1953 to 1984, S&W began the A serial prefix in 1970. 

Factory nickel finish. Chequered walnut grips with S&W logo to them, ramp foresight, 

adjustable rear sight, smooth trigger and magazine. Traditional double-action with 8-

shot magazine and 4" barrel. Excellent condition.

D73 .45acp/ar Smith & Wesson Mod 1937 Revolver R 3250.00

Identical to the S&W Mod 1917 revolver but with a commercial rather than a parkerised 

finish. Chequered wooden grips, 5,5" barrel and lanyard ring to butt. RH side of frame 

marked with Brazilian coat of arms and dated 1937. Some light speckling to original 

finish otherwise good overall.

D74 .22mag NAA Revolver R 4500.00

Square profiled and ribbed 4" barrel with adjustable sights to it marked ".22 Mini Master 

Magnum Conversion". Relatively large chequered polymer grips, five shot cylinder and 

single action mechanism. Excellent condition.

D75 .22mag NAA Revolver R 3500.00

In unusual enclosed leather holster configuration, five shot cylinder, 40mm barrel. 

Rosewood grips. Excellent condition. The perfect concealment defence gun?

D76 6.35mm Continental Revolver R 950.00

Hammerless revolver with horn grips and folding trigger. Relatively long cylinder of 

36mm. In a leather pouch which is looking rather tatty. Revolver good overall.

D77 9mmk Astra Mod 400 Falcon Pistol R 2250.00

Barrel length of 3,9" with recoil spring surrounding the barrel. Well marked with Astra 

logos and "Astra Mod 400". Good plus condition.

D78 9mmk Astra Falcon Mod 400 Pistol R 2250.00

Barrel length of 3,9" with recoil spring surrounding the barrel. Well marked with Astra 

logos and "Astra Mod 400". Good plus condition.

D79 7.5mm Swiss Army Mod 1882 Revolver R 3850.00

Octagonal 4,5" barrel, hard rubber chequered grips. Side-ejector rod. All matching 

numbers. Manufactured by Bern arsenal. In use from 1882 to late 1950's. All good 

original condition.

D80 7.62mm Yugoslav Tokarev M57 Pistol R 3500.00

Zimbabwean military issue with "ZA" marking to both slide and frame, matching serial 

numbers to frame slide and barrel. Yugoslav military crest to top of slide. "FRSJ" to five 

pointed star and both left and right grips. Some loss of finish to slide but good overall. 

Unusual to encounter a pistol with Zimbabwe Army markings to it as they have a policy 

of removing all markings before disposal.

D81 7.62mm CZ V25 Service Pistol & Holster R 7500.00

Built by the Czechs for the 7,62mm Tokarev round. Includes cleaning rod and service 

flap type issue holster. Dated 1953. Matching number to barrel and frame. Good to 

good plus original condition.

D82 No Item

D83 .22lr Ruger Mk 2 Silenced Pistol R 3950.00

Heavy 5,5" barrel with adjustable sights. Lightweight silencer fitted to it, complete with 

barrel nut for thread protection. Ten round magazine. Extremely good condition.

D84 .22lr Beretta Mod 74 Target Pistol R 3250.00

Adjustable sights to 5,9" barrel. Ten round magazine with toe to bottom of magazine. An 

uprated version of the Beretta model 70. Good to good plus condition.

D85 .22lr Beretta Mod 70 Pistol R 1500.00

Reblued steel slide, original finish to alloy frame. Good to good plus condition.
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D86 .22lr FN-Browning Challenger Target Pistol R 2950.00

Round 6" barrel with adjustable sights. Wrap-around wooden grips. Gold plated trigger. 

Good original condition.

D87 9mmk FN Browning "New Model" 1910 Pistol R 1750.00

The same model of pistol was used to assassinate Archduke Ferdinand and his wife, 

thus igniting WW1. Grip safety to pistol and magazine capacity of 6 rounds.

D88 7.65mm FN-Browning" New Model" 1910 Pistol R 1200.00

Grip safety to pistol and magazine capacity of 7 rounds. Pistol is unseal in a few 

respects; It has a longer barrel of 94mm that protrudes from the slide, possibly for 

fitment of a silencer and the LHS of the slide is marked "Bruni Dist. N.Y." Pistol has 

the original serial number to it and also has a later serial number with a "G" prefix. 

Good overall condition.

D89 7.65mm FN Model 1910 Pistol R 1500.00

Early model with ribbed groove for sighting. Serial number 556324, approximately 75% 

original blue remaining. Good working order.

D90 6.35 FN-Browning Pistols x 3 R 1750.00

"Baby Brownings" x 2. Model 1905 "Vest pocket" x1. One of the "Baby" pistols shows 

some holster wear to finish, the others are good to good plus condition.

D91 9mmp FN-Browning Hi-Power Pistol R 4750.00

Wooden grips worn, but bore excellent to the 4 1/2" (115mm) barrel. Double stack 13 

round magazine. Fair amount of loss of bluing. A re-blue and new grips and it will look a 

very different gun. Very good mechanically.

D92 7.65mm FN-Browning Mod 1900 Pistol R 1450.00

Designed ca. 1896 by John Browning for FN of Belgium and put into production ca. 

1900. Serial no. 249620, matching numbers to barrel, slide and frame. Extension toe 

added on to heel of magazine. Rack number? added to frame. Good original overall.

D93 7.65mm FN-Browning Mod 1910 Pistol R 1950.00

Serial number 427595. Good to good plus original condition.

D94 .357mag Lynx 3" Blue Revolver R 3750.00

South African built D/A revolver with interchangeable barrel and grip facility. Adjustable 

sights and hooked trigger guard. Rubber grips. Marked "Lynx Rooikat". Some loss of 

finish to revolver, but good overall condition.

D95 9mmp Varan PMX90 Pistol R 4500.00

Rhodesian and then SA designed combat pistol which was at the fore-front of 

technology in it's day. Double stack plastic magazine and pressed steel polymer 

covered frame. Three different variants were produced. It is thought that fewer than 500 

pistols exist today. Includes scarce spare magazine. Good original condition.

D96 9mmk Beretta M84 Pistol R 2950.00

Plus 2 spare magazines. Compact carry gun with 13rd. magazine capacity, D/A trigger 

mechanism and ambidextrous safety. Some loss of finish to sharp edges, overall good 

original condition.

D97-D104 No Item

D105 7.63mm Mannlicher Mod 1905 Pistol R 37500.00

Original and rare Mannlicher pistol in 7,63mm Mannlicher caliber. Complete with original 

wooden grips (not cracked or chipped) and internal magazine. Excellent original 

condition, fully functional, original finish on all parts, blueing 95% plus. It is estimated 

that only about 12000 of these pistols were made. Matching numbers on all parts. 

Marked "System Mannlicher, Md 1905 Waffenfabrik Steyr" on left of frame. Marked 

"Manufacture Francaise D'Armes & Cycles De Saint Etienne" on top of barrel. An 

amazingly trim and elegant pistol for its time.

D106 10.6mm German "Reichs" Revolver R 7500.00

Makers marks of "V.C.S. * C.G.H. Suhl" in oval to frame. "K.S.211" markings to back 

strap indicating Colonial  issue to "Kaiserliche Schutztruppen" in German Southwest. 

Octagonal to round 5" barrel, D/A trigger mechanism, side safety to action, chequered 

wooden grips. Matching numbers throughout. Mottled silver-grey finish to metalwork, 

chequering displays wear. Good working order.
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D107 9mmp P-08 Luger Service Pistol R 4500.00

Barrel dated 1914 married to a "Mauserwerke" S/42 toggle. Numbers do not match, 

but pistol appears to be in original condition with correct straw blued safety, trigger & 

take-down lever. Late variation plastic bottomed magazine marked to Erma. Wooden 

grips.

D108 9mmp "Vopo" Luger P-08 Service Pistol R 5500.00

Pistol rebuilt by the East Germans for the "VolksPolizei". Plastic grips with concentric 

circles to top of grips, toggle marked "Mauser" and barrel dated 1939. Good arsenal 

refinished condition.

D109 9mmp Luger P-08 "Vopo" Pistol R 5500.00

Luger pistol rebuilt for the East German "Volkspolizei". Typical matching numbers and 

chequered plastic grips with concentric circle to grips. Very good condition.

D110 9mmp Walther P-38 Ex SAP Pistol R 2750.00

Ex-SAP issue, with SAP markings to side of slide. Postwar alloy framed manufacture. 

Very good condition.

D111 7.65mm CZ Mod 27 Nazi Marked Pistol R 3950.00

"WaA76" Waffenamt acceptance stamp to frame. Matching numbers to frame & slide, 

different number to take-down plate. Typical wartime military finish. Later post-war 

communist issue grips with five pointed star and "MBP within star". Good original 

overall.

D112 9mmp Luger "Vopo" P-08 Pistol R 6500.00

Frame dated 1939, toggle marked "S/42" indicating production by Mauserwerke 

Oberndorf. Matching numbers include magazine. Typical chequered plastic grips with 

concentric circle to upper portion. Good arsenal refinished condition.

D113 7.63mm Mauser Broomhandle Pistol R 6500.00

Low serial number  indicating production ca. 1897. Unfortunately both the pistol and 

holster hinge have been fully bright chrome plated and this would no doubt be difficult to 

remove for any-one who is contemplating a restoration. Lid of holster and retaining 

catch missing, bore is typically badly worn as is the case with most early Broomhandle 

pistols. Different number to stock, pistol numbers matching.

D114 7.63mm Astra Model 902 Pistol R 14500.00

Selective fire variant now modified to semi auto only, serial number 34093. Pistol 

marked "Astra Automatic Pistol Cal 7.63mm Patented July 12 1928 Unceta y 

Compania SA-Guernica (Spain) Made in Spain". Barrel length of 6,5". Ten round 

detachable magazine, peacock bright bluing to sight slide, take down catch, trigger and 

safety. Some wear to bore, much original finish, good original condition.

D115 7.65mm Vz61 Skorpion Machine Pistol R 8500.00

Developed in 1959 and produced by the Czech Zbrojovka factory from 1961 to 1979. 

Pistol includes military issue leather holster and magazine pouch containing two extra 

20 round magazines. Originally designed as a selective fire weapon, the pistol has been 

professionally converted to semi-auto only. Extremely compact with an integral folding 

stock to it, the Skorpion was popular with various armed groups including MK, the IRA 

and the Italian Red Brigades. Extremely good condition.

D116 9mmk CZ 91S "Skorpion" Machine Pistol R 9500.00

Commercial variant of the 7,65mm "Skorpion" machine pistol used by the liberation 

forces in Southern Africa. Top folding stock. Extremely small & compact. Semi-auto 

only. Very good condition.

D117 9mmp BXP HMC - Boxed R 6500.00

In manufacturer's box with issue sling. Carbine appears to be unfired and is in "as new" 

condition.

D118 9mmp Cobra HMC R 4500.00

The Cobra was designed by Tommy Steele and Bruce White of Bulawayo and first 

announced to the press in April 1977. Production commenced with Stellye [Pvt.] Ltd. 

and was then taken over by Bulawayo Manufacturing Co. with estimates of 2500 to 

3000 arms produced. Carbine has a 254mm barrel, folding stock and utilizes a 25round 
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D119 9mmp Sterling Mk 4 L2A3 HMC R 7500.00

Designed to replace the Sten gun, the Sterling was a far superior item and developed a 

reputation for reliability. This was aided by a decent magazine with a roller feed 

mechanism. Ex Rhodesian army issue. Good working order and condition.

D120 9mmp Kommando HMC R 3250.00

The 200mm (7 7/8") barrel has a good bore. Everything else works, and this is a good 

example of the genre. 30 round magazine fitted. VGC.

D121 9mmp Sanna 77 HMC R 2500.00

Minus the folding butt-stock. The 11" (280mm) barrel has a good bore. Much wear to 

the finish, the safety catch is quite positive in this one. Finish is much worn. Polymer 

hand grips in good shape.

D122 9mmp GM16SS HMC R 2500.00

The HMC began its development in Rhodesia in the late 1970's when the Rhodesian 

firm of GM Steel developed the GM15 & 16 SMGs which were very closely based on 

the Czechoslovakian Sa25[vz.48b]. Alloy folding stock. The gun fires from an open 

breech, has a 282mm barrel length and a wedge-shaped magazine of 40 rounds, 

includes two spare magazines. The barrel has a good bore.  Finish shows some wear.

D123 9mmp Uzi Carbine R 7500.00

Semi-auto only. Good refinished condition. Ex Rhodesian army variant with original FN 

numbers removed for sanctions busting purposes and later numbers added. Produced 

by Fabrique Nationale of Belgium. Barrel length of 260mm with wrap-around bolt, 25 

round magazine capacity and under folding stock.

D124 9mmp Sites Spectre HMC R 25000.00

Compact hi-capacity HMC assembled in both Italy and Switzerland. Ultra high capacity 

double stack magazine, clip over folding stock, double hand grips, excellent original 

condition.

D125 No Item

D126 9mmp R76 HMC R 3750.00

Rhodesian designed and manufactured, frame is made of square tubular steel. Barrel 

length of 6". Extended Browning HP magazine. Telescoping steel stock. Firearm was 

designed as a weapons system and could be utilised as a pistol, a carbine or a long 

barrelled rifle with wooden stock. Good original condition.

D127 12ga Protecta Shotgun R 4500.00

S.A. made combat shotgun. Revised version of the Striker which requires hand cocking 

with the pistol grip between shots. It was then classified as a manually operated and 

was easier to license. Drum magazine holds 12 rounds. Folding stock. Excellent 

condition.

D128 9mmp BXP HMC R 5500.00

The Milkor BXP was the original design of Andries Piek. The full-auto variant was 

purchased by SAP, the Recces and by the security element of what was then known as 

"Jan Smuts" airport. The Correctional services also purchased 600 of them. Production 

of the semi-auto variant later ended up with Truvelo. The HMC was offered with a 

number of different accessories such as suppressors, flash hiders etc. It has a bottom 

folding stock, 208mm barrel length and uses 22 & 32 round magazines. Extremely good 

original condition.

D129 9mmp Kommando HMC R 2750.00

The Kommando was originally designed in Rhodesia by Alex Du Plessis and built by 

Lacoste Engineering, a Salisbury based company as the LDP. Following this, Maxim 

Parabellum went on to build the firearm in South Africa where it was known as the 

Kommando. SAPS demanded that the design be changed so that it could not be 

converted to full-auto and an improved folding stock lock and magazine catch was 

fitted. The Kommando has a barrel length of 230mm, fires from an open wrap-around 

bolt, folding shoulder butt and has a twenty-five round Uzi type staggered magazine. 

Good plus original condition.
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Lot Lot Description Estimate

E1 No Item

E2 9mmp Beretta APX Pistol - Boxed R 7500.00

In manufacturer's hard case with  2 x spare magazines. Polymer frame with picatinny 

rail ahead of trigger guard, Hi-viz three dot sights, seventeen round mag capacity. 

Excellent condition.

E3 9mmp Taurus Mod PT111[Millennium] Pistol - Boxed R 3950.00

In manufacturer's box with spare magazine. Very compact pistol with 10rd. double stack 

magazine. Includes Pachmayr "slip-on" grip. Excellent  condition.

E4 .38spl Rossi Mod 27 2" Blue Revolver - Boxed R 750.00

In manufacturer's box with original guarantee form. Wooden grips, 5-shot cylinder. 

Excellent condition.

E5 .44mag Sauer "Western" 6" Revolver R 3750.00

Single action revolver with 6" barrel marked, "Made in West Germany By J.P.Sauer & 

Sohn" and "Sauer Western Six-Shooter Cal. 44 Magnum". Wooden grips, good 

original condition.
E6 .45acp Para Ordnance P-12 Pistol R 9500.00

Compact variant of the Colt Govt. with 12rd. double stack magazine and 3,5" barrel. 

Alloy frame, stainless finished slide. Some wear to finish, good overall condition.

E7 7.65mm CZ Mod 70 Pistol R 1250.00

Good to good plus condition.

E8 .22lr Star Mod FR Target Pistol R 1500.00

Barrel length of 4,5" which has muzzle threaded for sound suppressor with muzzle cap 

fitted to protect threads. Thumb rest to chequered plastic grips. Good reblued condition.

E9 7.65mm CZ 70 Pistol R 1250.00

Complete with spare magazine and nylon type dual purpose holster. Very good 

condition

E10 9mmk Luger PA63 Pistol R 1450.00

Hungarian made copy of the Walther PP with alloy frame. Magazine missing rest good 

plus original condition.

E11 7.65mm FEG  Mod R78 Pistol R 1250.00

Compact double action pistol with 2,75" barrel and alloy frame, some wear to finish on 

slide otherwise good condition.

E12 9mmk Star DKL Pistol R 2250.00

Compact & light, alloy framed pocket pistol. Six round magazine. Pistol is a scaled 

down Colt 1911. Blued finish and in very good condition

E13 9mmp Star BKM Pistol R 2750.00

Alloy framed version of the model BM. Single action with 8 rd. mag capacity. Excellent 

condition.

E14 9mmp Llama Mod x 1 Pistols x 2 R 2750.00

Plus 2 x spare mags. Colt 1911 styled pistol with rib and adjustable sights to slide. 

Chequered wooden grips. Single action with 8-rd. mag capacity. Good original 

condition. Second pistol has welded crack repair to slide. Rest of pistol in good 

condition.

E15 9mmp CZ75 Pistol R 4500.00

Early model, proofed 1978. Unusual chequered wooden grips. Usage wear to finish of 

pistol on front & backstraps, rest good to good plus condition. Includes leather holster.

E16 .22lr Astra Cadix 6" Revolver R 1500.00

Adjustable sights to 6" barrel, chequered wood grips with Astra medallion to them. Nine 

shot cylinder. Some holster wear to high spots. Includes cowboy type leather holster.

E17 .357mag Astra 6" Revolver R 1950.00

Deep gloss blue finish, adjustable sights, chequered wooden grips. Good plus condition 

overall.

CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
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E18 .38spl Taurus 4" Blue Revolver R 1250.00

Includes original factory chequered wooden grips plus a set of Pachmayr rubber grips. 

Good condition.

E19 .44percussion San Marco Revolver R 4500.00

By Navy Arms Co. Inc. Marked "3rd-Dragoon1851 Cal.44 Black Powder Only". Blued 

190mm (7,5") barrel with some wear to finish. 6 shot cylinder with "Dragoon" 

engravings, lacking one percussion nipple. Colour case hardened frame, reloading 

gear. Brass trigger guard/ butt tang. Smooth hardwood grips.

E20 .22lr Uberti Cattleman Single Action Revolver R 2250.00

Brass grip straps, colour case-hardened frame, blued 6,5" barrel, adjustable sights, 

wooden handles. All in very good condition.

E21 .40s&w Taurus Pistol R 5950.00

Standard B92 configuration with the addition of adjustable rear sights and muzzle 

weight to barrel. Barrel length of 5", hooked trigger guard, ambidextrous safety and 

aftermarket grips. Good condition.

E22 .38spl Llama 2" Revolver R 500.00

Six shot 2" revolver with adjustable sights and leather holster. Good plus condition.

E23 .410 Boito Hael/Shot Pistol R 350.00

Single shot with 7,95" barrel and break-open action. Good plus condition.

E24 6.35mm Astra Pocket Pistol R 250.00

Includes inside trouser holster. Grip and manual safeties. Some wear to finish, 

otherwise good.

E25 .30-30win T/C Pistol - Scoped R 5500.00

Includes pistol caddy. "Leupold M8 4X Extended E.R." pistol scope fitted to 10" barrel. 

T/C wooden finger groove grips and wood fore end. Very good condition.

E26 .30-30win T/Contender Pistol - Scoped R 4950.00

"Super-14" model with muzzle brake fitted to 14" and scoped with "TC Arms" rail 

mount pistol scope. Wood pistol grip and fore end with  rubber back straps fitted. 

Excellent condition.

E27 .40s&w Smith & Wesson Mod SW40VE R 3950.00

Polymer framed with 14rd. magazine and 4" barrel. Two tone finish with satin nickel 

slide and black frame. Good original condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

F1 .52cal Joslyn Mod 1864 US Civil War Carbine R 17000.00

Single shot rimfire, the Joslyn was loaded by pivoting the breech block on a hinge. Lock 

plate marked to "Joslyn Firearms Co. Stonington Conn.1864". Contoured iron butt 

plate, iron trigger and single barrel band. Hinged rear sight. Saddle bar and ring on left 

side. Good age patina to metalwork, bore is clean with good rifling. A good specimen of 

a scarce item.

F2 .45-70 Trapdoor Springfield Rifle R 12000.00

Model 1873 with 32,5" barrel, serial number 457657 indicating 1889 production. The 

fore-end has been shortened as has the hammer spur. Stock refinished. Fair to good 

condition.

F3 .45-70 Springfield Trapdoor USA Mod 1884 Rifle + Bayonet R 17500.00

"US Springfield" marked lock, barrel length of 33,6", graduated ladder type rear sight, 

includes original clearing rod. Receiver still shows traces of original colour case 

hardening to it, some carrying wear to barrel finish immediately ahead of breech. Serial 

number 84068. US markings to butt plate, rifle still in good original condition with no F4 .32rf Stevens "Pocket" Rifle - Pre 1898 R 27500.00

Reputedly used by the ZARP cycle mounted patrols in early Johannesburg. Octagonal 

barrel of 17,9", attachable skeleton shoulder stock, tip-up action. Smooth walnut grips. 

Serial no.3367. No original finish remaining. Good working order.

F5 .577 Snider Mk I Carbine - Pre 1898 R 4500.00

"Crown cipher & Tower 1877" to lock. Patch box fitted to butt. Good original overall 

but for patched repair to heel of butt.

CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
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F6 .577 Snider Carbine - Pre 1898 R 3250.00

Lock marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1870". Extensive military markings to barrel & 

action. Silver-grey patina to metalwork. Good original condition.

F7 .577 Snider 3-Band Rifle R 4500.00

A Tower percussion rifle converted with the Snider action to a breech-loader taking the 

.577 Snider cartridge. The barrel is just on 3 feet long, and still shows a very slow twist 

rifling. The percussion lock shows "Enfield" . Very little, if any, original finish remains. 

The stock is of light coloured wood and is in good condition. The ramrod is missing.

F8 .577 Snider 3-Band Rifle - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

Lock marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1859". Crisp markings to metalwork, sharp lines to 

stock with pleasing patina. Rifle has two small holes to wrist where tang sight appears 

to have been fitted.  All good original condition but for missing rod.

F9 .451 Westley Richards Monkey Tail Rifle - Pre 1898 R 22500.00

Full-stock sporting rifle with 28" ribbed barrel. Barrel rib has longitudinal grooves for 

"goal-post" sight, inch graduation measures plus six-leaf & express rear sight. Barrel 

marked "Whitworth patent .483 + .450". Engraved tail marked "Manufactured By 

Westley Richards". Scroll engraved lock plate dated 1879 & marked "Westley 

Richards & Co." Steel nose cap, grip cap and steel butt plate with hinged trap door. 

Rifle has a good bore and relatively high degree of original finish. Some expected flame 

erosion around nipple, rest of rifle in good to good plus original condition.

F10 .450 No. 2 Musket By Westley Richards - Pre 1898 R 15000.00

Built on the Westley Richards improved or "Freestate" action with Whitworth Rifling to 

30" full stock barrel. Rhys of receiver and barrel marked "Westley Richards & Co 

London", barrel marked for "WR No.2 Musket Cartridge" below rear sight. Rifle 

includes cleaning rod. A few light dings and scratches to wood work but good original 

condition overall.

F11 .500/450 Westley Richards Deeley-Edge Sporting Rifle R 14500.00

Sporting Rifle on Deeley-Edge falling block action. Round 30" barrel with top and 

bottom ribs, top rib marked "Rifle for No.2 Case Henry's Patent Rifling" and further 

marked to "W Rawbone Maker to HRH The Duke of Edinburgh". Knox form dated 

1882, LHS of extensively engraved receiver marked "Manufactured by Westley 

Richards & Co Birmingham London", RHS of receiver marked "Deeley- Edge 

Patent". Serial 911 to receiver & barrel, missing clearing rod. Semi pistol grip stock has 

been cracked and repaired through pistol grip, amateur attempt at refinishing butt and 

fore end. Overall fair to good condition, fairly crisp engraving to receiver, some light 

pitting to bore.
F12 .577/450 Martini-Henry MkII Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

Receiver is marked "Crown V.R. LSA Co.1889 11 1". Top of receiver ring "S-X" for 

strengthened extractor. Numerous Military inspection/acceptance stamps to barrel and 

receiver. Sold out of service addorsed arrows to stock.  Rifle is in good original 

condition overall.
F13 .577/450 Martini Henry MkII Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 7500.00

Scarce Zulu War vintage rifle. Receiver marked, "Crown V.R. B.S.A & M. Co.1875". 

Plenty of military acceptance/inspection stamps to receiver, barrel, lever & stock. 

Complete with clearing rod. Good bore, good refinished condition overall.

F14 .577/450 Martini Henry Rifle - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

Standard service rifle configuration with an unusual rear target peep sight by Parker-

Hale. Rifle is in very good refinished condition.

F15 .577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle By BSA Co. R 5500.00

BSA piled arms trade mark to knox form, includes clearing rod, windage adjustable rear 

sight. Very good plus professionally refinished condition.

F16 .577/450 Martini Henry Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 4500.00

Manufactured by Field Rifle Co Birmingham, CG marks to receiver indicating Cape 

Government issue, "KT" markings to knox form indicative of King Williams Town 

Armoury? Includes clearing rod, sold out of service addorsed arrows to fore end. Good 

to good plus original condition overall.
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F17 .577/450 Martini Henry Rifle - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

Military full-stock configuration, 33" barrel with ladder rear sight. Ramrod fitted. Action 

marked "Manufactured by Westley Richards & Co Limited, Birmingham" on LHS. On 

RHS "Martini Patent". Stock & fore end plain straight-grained walnut. Good condition.

F18 .577/450 Westley Richards "ZAR" Rifle - Pre 1898 R 4500.00

RHS of receiver marked "Made Specially For ZAR", LHS of receiver marked "Westley 

Richards & Co", knox form dated "1898". Includes clearing rod, little original finish left 

to barrel, greyish brown finish to receiver. Fair to good overall condition.

F19 .577/450 Martini Henry Rifle - Pre 1898 R 3950.00

Service rifle configuration, no makers name to rifle. British proofed. Good original but for 

tightening stamp marks to hinge pin of breech and missing clearing rod.

F20 .577/450 Martini Henry Sporting Rifle - Pre 1898 R 5500.00

By Braendlin Armory Co. Barrel length of 27" with a leaf and ladder fore sight fitted, 

wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel chequering to wrist, butt has been 

extended for 14,75" lop, border engraving to action, good bore. Good professionally 

refinished condition.

F21 .577/450 Alfred Field Martini Sporting Rifle - Pre 1898 R 9500.00

The 29" barrel with a broad top rib (11 x 5mm). Double foresight, folding 100, 200 and 

300 yard "V" sights with a ladder sight out to 1000 yards. Bore is reasonable. Action 

with cocking lever fitting to pistol grip which has 22 LPI flat-top chequering. Fore end F22 .577/450 Martini Henry I.C.1 Carbine - Pre 1898 R 2950.00

RHS of receiver marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1879". WR number has been applied to 

21,25" barrel.  Fading to finish with some light pitting to barrel. Fair to good overall.

F23 .577/450 Martini-Henry Carbine-Zulu War - Pre 1898 R 7500.00

Cavalry carbine dated 1877. RH side of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1877". 

"C.G & S.X." markings to breech. Extensive military markings inspection/acceptance 

markings to barrel and receiver including sold-out-of-service addorsed arrows.  Rifle 

displays an overall faded blue finish and woodwork is good, but for a small sliver 

missing from the front of the fore-end. Scarce, good original overall.

F24 .577/450 Westley Richards Carbine - Pre 1898 R 7500.00

Scarce Westley Richards carbine with 25" barrel and action marked "Westley Richards 

& Co London".  A re-enforcing piece of walnut displays a repair to the wrist, gun has 

been professionally re-finished and has a good bore. Scarce

F25 .577/450 Swinburn Martini By V & R Blakemore R 14500.00

Scarce rifle issued to Natal Police during Zulu War period. Rifle has 23,25" barrel 

carrying open sights and bayonet lug sweated to the barrel. The unique Swinburn 

Martini type action has a de-cocking lever to side of action. Three quarter length fore 

end has a horn tip, wrap around chequering and two screws with which to secure 

leather sight cover. Butt has a steel butt plate with a butt trap. Action marked "V & R 

Blakemore London Swinburns Patent". Rifle has a crack to the butt which has been 

professionally repaired. Good original condition.

F26 .300sher BSA Martini Take-Down Rifle R 2750.00

On the Francotte action. The 25"(635mm) round tapered barrel with a blade front sight 

and a small ladder rear, bore is fairly good. Good to good plus condition

F27 .303 Martini Enfield Artillery Carbine - Pre 1898 R 2950.00

Receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1887 IC.1", LHS of receiver marked "Crown VR 

HRB Co 1899 Me 303 ACII I", top of breech marked "CG & DP" signifying Cape 

Government issue and relegation to drill purposes. Some markings to the butt which are 

still quite crisp. Overall good original condition.
F28 .303 Martini Enfield 1 Carbine - Pre 1898 R 1950.00

Rh side of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1879 III", lh side marked "Crown VR 

Enfield 1895 ME 303 I", Cape Government and UDF markings to top of receiver, 

barrelled with 25,3" S.M.L.E. type barrel, restocked fore end. Fair to good condition.
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F29 .303 Martini Metford Cavalry Carbine - Pre 1898 R 3250.00

Left-hand receiver marked "Crown V.R.Enfield 1894 M.M. 303 111". Right hand 

receiver marked "Crown V.R. B.S.A & M. Co. 1874". Top cover to 21" barrel. "U.M.R. 

23" roundel to butt indicating issue to Umvoti Mounted Rifles. Chip to front left-hand 

side of top cover, rest good original condition but for some scattered light surface 

pitting. Carbine has steel nose cap with no provision for bayonet fitting.

F30 .303 Lee Metford Mk II Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 7500.00

Butt socket marked "Crown VR LSA Co 1893 II". Rifle has been rebarrelled on 9.38 

with an original issue BSA barrel. Rifle has both front and rear volley sights and a post 

Boer War sight upgrade. Military acceptance/inspection marks plus sold-out-of-service 

addorsed arrows and Cape Government markings to receiver. Overall good original 

condition.

F31 .303 Martini Enfield Rifle - Pre 1898 R 4250.00

Lhs of receiver marked "Crown VR HRB Co 1896 Me.303 AC 1". Knox form stamped 

with "E" for Enfield rifling, Cape Government markings to receiver. Includes issue 

leather sling and cleaning rod. Rifle has some loss of finish to knox form and a few light 

dings to receiver overall fair to good original condition.

F32 .303 Martini Enfield Mk II Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 4750.00

Official conversion of .577/40 Martini-Henry rifle to .303 caliber. Boer War vintage. LH 

side of receiver marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1899 M.E. .303 11 1". RH side marked 

"Crown V.R. Enfield 1872 11". Enfield cartouche to butt. Light cordite "frosting" and 

some wear to bore, but it should still make a good shooter. High % original finish to 

metalwork, woodwork in good condition, good to good plus but for missing clearing rod.

F33 .303 Martini-Enfield Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 2950.00

RH side of receiver marked "Crown VR Enfield 1880 11 1". Left hand side of receiver 

marked "Crown VR Enfield 1896 M.E. 303 1", signifying conversion date of 1896. Rifle 

still has the wooden top cover and is in overall good to good plus condition. UDF marks 

to receiver, addorsed arrows to butt.

F34 .303 Martini Enfield Mk II Rifle - Pre 1898 R 3500.00

WR marking to right hand side of receiver and knox form, left hand side of receiver 

marked "Crown VR Enfield 1900 ME 303 II". Sold-out-of-service addorsed arrows to 

receiver and knox form of 30" barrel. Stock has had a coat of varnish applied to it which 

can readily be removed. Good original overall.

F35 .303 Lee Metford Mk 1* Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 18500.00

Butt socket marked "Crown cypher V.R. Sparkbrook 1891*" and "CG" indicating 

Cape Government ownership, to receiver ring. Rifle is complete with volley sights, front 

sight protector and all swivels. Original steel butt plate & eight round magazine. 

Roundel missing from butt. Fair to good bore, finish faded to silver-grey overall. Good 

original overall.

F36 .303 Lee Metford Mk II Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 9500.00

Butt socket marked "Crown VR LSA Co 1894 II". Rifle has both front and rear volley 

sights, original pattern Boer War sights and original Metford rifling which is still in 

relatively good condition. Rifle is unusual in that it still has its originally cleaning rod with 

it. Military inspection/acceptance stamps to barrel, UDF marking to receiver. Good to 

good plus original.
F37 .303 Lee-Metford Mk2 Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

Butt socket  "Crown V.R. B.S.A & M. Co. 1895 11". Rear long range volley sight 

absent, front volley sight is there. Post Boer war sight upgrade. Rifle is well marked with 

sold-out-service addorsed arrows and numerous UDF markings to  receiver ring. 

Complete but for rear volley sight and in relatively good original condition.

F38 .303br "Long Lee" LE 1 Rifle R 2500.00

Butt socket marked "Crown VR Enfield 1898 Le 1". British Enfield markings to butt. 

Good original condition but for missing magazine and rear sight slide.

F39 .303br Long Lee L.E. 1 Rifle R 3950.00

Butt socket marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1898 L.E 1". Post Boer war sight upgrade. 

Includes front & rear volley sights. UDF markings to receiver.  "S.W.A.P. 127" markings 

to butt tang. Some isolated slight pit marks to Volley sight, magazine, muzzle and barrel 

band otherwise good .
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F40 .303br "Long Lee" LE 1* Target Service Rifle R 2950.00

Butt socket marked "Crown VR BSA Co 1899 Le 1*". BSA period type target peep 

sight mounted to side of receiver, nickled front sight protector to muzzle, relatively good 

bore, some light pitting to bolt, receiver and barrel. Grey finish to metal work. Fair 

overall condition.

F41-42 No Item

F43 .303 "Long Lee" Rifle R 3750.00

Standard 30" barrel, good bore. Bolt shroud engraved "A.G.Parker & Co, 

Birmingham". Gun has been re-finished and woodwork restored. Overall VGC.

F44 .303 Lee Enfield Mk I Cavalry Carbine - Pre 1898 R 17500.00

LH side of butt socket marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1895 1". Rifle is profusely marked 

with various military stamps, including the following; Addorsed arrow disposal stamps to 

receiver ring & barrel, "D.P" to knox form & receiver ring + "T.C 11 2614" to receiver 

ring. Addorsed arrow & D.P. marks to butt, plus Enfield cartouche. Some rounding to 

lands of bore, high % original finish to metalwork, woodwork untouched. Overall good to 

good plus original condition. Scarce.

F45 .303 Lee Enfield L.E.C 1* Carbine R 18500.00

Special contract carbine fitted with a bayonet lug to accept the 1888 pattern bayonet. 

Receiver ring marked "Crown V.R. Enfield 1901 L.E.C.1*". Rear sight marked from 

200yds. to 2000yds. Designed to be used as a single-shot with magazine cut-off in 

place, or for rapid fire with the cut-off hinged open to use the five round magazine. 
F46 .303 Lee-Enfield Cavalry Carbine R 19500.00

Breech marked with ".303 British", broad arrows and proof marks. Butt socket stamped 

"B.S.A. Co". The magazine is 5 shot only. Stock is in reasonable shape. Brass disc 

stamped "C N R V 1356" let into the RHS of the butt. Good condition.

F47 .303 Lee Enfield Mk I Cavalry Carbine - Pre 1898 R 19500.00

Built on the Lee Speed action with flattened bolt handle, 5 round magazine, 21,75" 

barrel and provision for mounting a sling inletted into the butt. LHS of butt socket 

marked "Crown VR Enfield 1895 I", it also carries 1899 inspection date to it. Extensive 

military acceptance/inspection stamps to barrel and receiver, brass butt roundel marked 

"3 1896 17L 208". Enfield cartouche to stock, butt has expected dings to it but in good F48 .303 UDF S.M.L.E Conversion Rifle R 3950.00

Official WW2 UDF conversion of "Long Lee" to S.M.L.E. configuration which involved 

rebarreling & restocking with S.M.L.E. barrel & woodwork, but did not include the fitting 

of a charger guide to the action. BSA Co. manufacture, UDF ownership & disposal 

stamps to receiver. Beechwood lower fore end. Good bore, good overall.

F49 .303 UDF Conversion S.M.L.E. Rifle R 2250.00

Butt socket marked "Crown ER Enfield 1903 LE 1*". One of the Long Lee's converted 

to S.M.L.E. configuration without charger guide by the UDF in World War Two. Rifle is 

well marked with extensive inspection and disposal stamps. Good overall condition.

F50 .303br Lee Enfield No.1 Mk 3* Service Rifle R 3950.00

Includes 6 stripper clips. BSA manufacture, UDF markings to receiver ring. Brass butt 

roundel is marked with original unit markings plus later SAP marks. Good original 

condition overall.

F51 .303 S.M.L.E No 1 Mk III Service Rifle R 3950.00

Butt socket marked "BSA Co." Commercially produced and marketed rifle. Good 

original overall.

F52 .303 P-14 Enfield Service Rifle By Remington R 3750.00

Good original condition.

F53 .303 Lee Enfield  No. 4 Mk1/2 Service Rifle R 5500.00

Built by BSA Shirley 1947 as indicated by code M47C and date stamp. Later "Factory 

through repair" by ROF Fazakerley. Good to good plus condition.

F54 .303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle R 5500.00

Built by ROF Fazakerley 9/49. Good plus condition.

F55 .303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle R 4950.00

Built by ROF Fazakerley 10/49. Good to good plus condition.
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F56 .303br Lee Enfield No. 4 Service Rifle R 4950.00

Mint condition. Includes bayonet & military sling. Manufactured by ROF Fazakerley 

1949.

F57 .303br Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 2 Rifle R 4750.00

Manufactured at Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerly March 1950 for the UDF. Good 

plus bore, some loss of finish to black metal parts. Good original condition.

F58 .303br Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 2 Rifle R 4750.00

Manufactured at Royal Ordnance Factory Fazakerly March 1950 for the UDF. Good 

plus bore, some loss of finish to black metal parts. Good original condition.

F59 .303br Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk II Rifle R 4750.00

Manufactured ROF Fazakerley 7/49. Matching numbers inc. magazine. Particularly 

good original condition.

F60 .303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk I Target Rifle R 5250.00

Lend Lease US Property. Fitted with Parker-Hale PH5C target peep sight. 

Manufactured by Savage 1942. UDF ownership stamp to receiver plus "US Property" 

marking. Good plus condition.

F61 .303 No. 4 Mk2 Target Rifle + Original Battle Sight R 4950.00

Breech stamped "Parker-Hale Birmingham". Fitted with Parker-Hale P.H.5C target peep 

sight with adjustable dioptre. Rifle has various military markings including "F.T.R" 

indicating a Factory through rebuild. Includes original battle sight. Overall, good original 

condition.

F62 .303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Mk 2 Service Rifle R 4750.00

Right side of receiver marked "F.57 F.T.R" signifying factory through repair 1957. Very 

good plus condition.

F63 .303 No.5 Mk 1 Jungle Carbine R 7500.00

Proof marks on barrel near muzzle and "England" and a broad arrow under the safety 

catch. The 20 1/2" barrel (including flash suppressor) has a reasonably good bore. 

Action fitted with correct 800m rear sight. Retains 95% of original finish. 10 shot 

magazine. Wood appears to have been refinished with a repair to the forearm. Good 

plus to very good condition.

F64 7x57mm Spanish M1893 Service Rifle - Pre 1898 R 6500.00

The "Boer Mauser" was based on the M1893 Spanish model and is virtually a direct 

copy of it. Receiver is marked "Mauser Espanol Model 1893" & "Manufactura 

Mauser Oberndorf a/n". Stock has been professionally refinished and rifle is in good 

condition.

F65 7.62x51mm Ishapore 2A1 Service Rifle R 6000.00

From the Indian Ishapore Armoury. An SMLE No.1 Mk3 rifle built of EN grade steel in 

7.62mm NATO caliber for the Indian Army. Butt socket marked "Rifle 7.62mm 2A1 

R.F.I.1966". Except for larger magazine and straight eared nose cap, externally 

identical to a Mk3. Good plus original condition.

F66 7.65mm Argentine Mod 1891 Service Rifle R 3250.00

Manufactured by Ludw. Loewe Berlin. Receiver marked "Mauser Modelo Argentino 

1891 Manufactura Loewe Berlin".  Stock with straight grip stock with half-length upper 

hand guard. Chambered for the 7,65x53mm cartridge. Includes cleaning rod. Good 

original condition.

F67 7.92mm Mauser K98 Service Rifle R 9500.00

Receiver marked "S/42G" indicating manufacture by Mauser Werke Oberndorf 1935. 

Matching numbers to receiver, magazine and barrel. Rifle has a laminated wooden 

stock. Shows some wear to finish on metalwork, rest good condition.

F68 7x57mm Chilean M1895 Mauser Service Rifle R 6500.00

Service rifle with 29" barrel. Receiver marked "Mauser Chileno Modelo 1895" & 

"Deutsche Waffen Und Munitionsfabriken Berlin". Gun includes issue leather sling 

and all is in particularly good original condition.

F69 7.62mm Moisin Nagant Russian M38 Carbine R 5500.00

Produced 1943 at the Ishvest Arsenal, matching numbers Includes military issue sling 

and cleaning rod. Very good plus condition.
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F70 .223 Beretta 70/223 Semi-Auto Rifle R 25000.00

Whilst resembling the Sig 530-1,the Beretta has significant internal design differences. 

The 70/223 has a combination grenade launcher/flash suppressor built into the barrel. 

The grenade launcher is positioned behind the front sight pivoting on the  front sight 

base. Composition stock & fore end, scope mount to top rail, peep sight and 19" barrel 

including flash hider. Comes with 3 x 35rd. magazines. The select fire military version 

was first taken into Italian military service in 1990 and is still in use today. Good original 

condition. Scarce.

F71 7.92x33 Mo43/44 Assault Rifle R 95000.00

First produced in 1943, wooden stock and 16,3" barrel. Magazine capacity of thirty 

rounds. Extensively used on Russian front. "MP43" marked on receiver. Various 

German marking to gun including Waffenamt acceptance stamps. Good original 

condition.

F72 7.62mm SKS Service Rifle R 6500.00

Chinese manufactured, bayonet missing. Good to good plus condition.

F73 7.62x39 SKS Service Rifle R 7000.00

Chinese made variant with integral bayonet and clearing rod, good bore, some loss of 

finish to metal work, light dings and scratches to woodwork.

F74 7.62x39 SKS Service Rifle R 6500.00

Includes blade bayonet, Laminated stock. Some dings & scratches to finish on stock, 

otherwise good.

F75 7.62x36mm Yugoslav SKS Rifle R 9500.00

Complete with the distinctive Yugoslav rifle grenade launcher and sight to barrel plus 

integral blade bayonet. Good plus condition.

F76 7.62x45mm Czech VZ52 Rifle R 5950.00

Czech service rifle complete with folding bayonet, ten round magazine capacity. Good 

working order.

F77 7.62mm Russian AKM Rifle R 19500.00

Rifle bears the marks of Ishvest arsenal and is dated 1974. Reputedly an Angolan 

border war "souvenir" brought back  to SA by a senior SAP special forces officer. Rifle 

has a laminated butt & fore end and plastic grip. Complete with issue sling & cleaning 

rod. Excellent condition.

F78 No Item

F79 7.62x39mm AKM Type 56 Rifle R 9500.00

Current commercial Chinese manufacture. Condition "as new".

F80 7.62x39 Czech VZ58V Folding Rifle R 12500.00

Whilst of a similar appearance to the AK-47 the VZ58 has an entirely different locking 

mechanism using a vertical bolt to lock. Folding stock. Barrel of 16". Government 

arsenal refurbished and CIP proofed confirming semi-auto status. Very good plus 

condition.

F81 7.62x39 Czech VZ58P Rifle R 19500.00

Whilst of a similar appearance to the AK-47 the VZ58 has an entirely different locking 

mechanism using a vertical locking bolt. Fixed synthetic stock. Barrel of 16". Good to 

good plus original condition. Inc. 3 x spare magazines in issue leather pouch and 

bayonet.

F82 7.62X39mm AKM/SU Rifle R 32500.00

Designed for Russian special forces. Short 11" barrel inclusive of unique flash 

hider/compensator. Folding metal stock. Bulgarian manufacture. Unissued condition 

includes  3 x spare magazines, oil bottle & mag pouch.

F83 .30M1 Carbine By Winchester R 11500.00

Manufactured by Winchester, Serial number indicates 1944 manufacture. Early 

configuration gun with flat topped bolt, rifle has original oil bottle and military webbing 

sling. Good original condition.

F84 .30-06 M1 Garand Rifle R 12500.00

Springfield Armoury manufacture. Complete with sling. Very good bore. Good to good 

plus overall. Serial 292949.
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F85 .308win M1A Springfield Rifle R 25000.00

Civilian semi-auto only variant of the M14 which is manufactured by Springfield Armoury 

with a twenty round magazine and a spare five round detachable magazine and 

provision for scope mounting to receiver. Laminated dark stock with flip up shoulder 

plate, 18,5" barrel with adjustable gas port and flash hider extension to it. Springfield 

Armory picatinny rail type side mount scope base included  Leather sling is marked to 

Springfield Armoury. All in as new condition.

F86 .223 Colt AR15 Rifle R 25000.00

Includes military issue webbing sling, one of the early first generation Colt guns, model 

SP1. Serial number SP03971 indicates 1965 manufacture. Registered with SAPS under 

WR94789.  Action displays slight loss of finish to carrying handle, the rest all good plus 

condition.

F87 7.62mm "Rhodesian" FN/R1 Rifle R 12500.00

A good example of a typically Rhodesian camo finished rifle. Interesting in that the rifle 

still has the semi-auto only selector pin in place. South African manufactured R1 variant 

with no markings to it other than the SA military proof mark under the barrel. Slings and 

carry handle have been removed as is the norm for all Rhodesian issued rifles. Barrel 

has no original finish to it, some expected wear to camo finish on fore-end. Good 

original condition.

F88 7.62mm FN "Para-Fal" Rifle R 29500.00

Rifle is built on the FN Belgian made type 3 receiver and is marked "Fabrique 

Nationale Herstal Belgique". Rifle has 18" barrel. Includes carrying handle and is in 

excellent condition.

F89 .308win FN-Fal Commercial Rifle R 17500.00

Commercial variant of the FN Fal with receiver marked "F.A.L. cal. 308". Barrel of 21" 

with elongated flash-hider, wooden butt and carrying handle. Made only for semi-auto 

fire. Excellent condition.

F90 7.62x51mm FN FAL Portuguese Service Rifle R 16000.00

Rifle carries typical FN markings to the RHS of receiver, FAL markings to left of receiver 

but is distinctive in that it still has the Portuguese Crest to the magazine housing. Rifle 

is also distinctive in that it has a 20,5" barrel with no flash hider to it but rather a 

mounting lug for the Model 1965 export bayonet. Good plus original condition.

F91 7.62mm RSA FN-Fal 1st Pattern Rifle - Ex SADF R 18500.00

First pattern of the FN/R1 rifle adopted by SADF/SAP in the early 1960's. Fabrique 

Nationale manufacture. Wooden butt. Rifle carries the S.A.Republican coat of arms on 

the magazine well and is marked "F.N. 7,62mm L. S.A. Model". "M within U" to the 

lower receiver. Remnants of Rhodesian Army "RA number to be seen under refinished 

metalwork. Slight wear to rifling, rest good plus professionally  refinished condition. Very 

scarce.

F92 7.62mm R1/FN S.A Made Service Rifle R 13500.00

Built on type 1 action with milled receiver sides and vertical take down lever. SADF 

standard issue rifle with receiver marked "R1 7,62mm U within M". Matching number 

to upper and lower receivers. SADF ownership stamp to lower receiver as well.  Good 

refinished condition.

F93 7.62mm Sig AMT Rifle R 21000.00

Civilian variant of the Sig STGW57 military rifle, based on the German STG45. Pressed 

steel receiver, folding bipod, wood butt and barrel jacket. Rifle is manufactured by Sig. It 

has had an extension piece added to the stock to give an extend length of pull. This can 

easily be restored to original configuration. Very good condition.

F94 7.5mm French M24/29 LMG R 7500.00

French service LMG used in WW2, Algeria & Indo-China conflicts. Commonly known as 

the Chatellerault. Heavy barrel with bipod & flash suppressor. Semi-auto only. Good 

original condition but for missing rear sight.
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F95 .223rem Heckler & Koch HK93 Rifle R 17500.00

.223 Variant of the H&K 91/G3 rifle. with 16,4 " barrel and 25rd capacity magazine. Rifle 

manufactured 1975. Includes integral bipod. Excellent condition.

F96 .223rem Ruger Mini-14 Rifle R 7500.00

Rifle has been customised with the fitting of a folding ATI stock with integral picatinny 

scope rails and fitting for laser/torch to LHS of fore end. Folding stock can be set for 

both length and height. Rifle has a muzzle brake fore sight fitted. Twenty round 

magazine, Lynx red dot compact combat sight fitted. All in extremely good condition.

F97 .223 Vektor CR21 Rifle R 19500.00

Bullpup designed to replace the R4 series of rifles, it used the same operating 

mechanism but was considerably shorter. Included an optical battle sight. Thirty-five 

round magazine. Relatively scarce. Good used condition.

F98 7.62 FN-Mag/GMPG Barrel R 2250.00

Complete with carry handle & gas plug. Overall length 24 3/4" (628mm). FN 

manufacture. Good bore. Good overall.

F99 7.62x39 Russian AKM Rifle R 19500.00

Manufactured at Ishvest Arsenal 1964. Pressed steel receiver, laminated wooden stock. 

Excellent arsenal refurbished condition.

F100 No Item

F101 7.6239mm Hungarian AMD63 AKM/S Rifle R 14500.00

Folding stock, wooden pistol grip and fore end which are black finished. Rifle is arsenal 

refurbished and in mint condition.

F102 7.62mm SADF R1/FN Sniper Rifle - Cased R 45000.00

Issued to SADF in custom fitted wooden case with all accessories including dust cover 

scope mount, 6X Kahles rifle scope, specially constructed higher butt for scope use, 

cleaning kit and extra magazines including 2 x short ten round magazines and take-

down tool. Rifle is a Pretoria made example with no identifying marks to it other than the 

proof marks under the barrel. It has a type 1 receiver with horizontal release catch and 

grenade sights to it. Fairly good bore.

F103 .308win FN-Fal Rifle R 13500.00

Bayonet included. Commercial variant to the FN-Fal with type 2 teardrop receiver which 

was strengthened for sustained full-auto fire on the FN-HB. Extended flash-hider. 

Wooden butt. Good condition.

F104 .22lr FN-Browning Semi-Auto Rifle R 4950.00

Semi-auto take down action with open sights to 19,5" barrel. Excellent condition.

F105 .22lr Winchester Mod 69A Rifle - Scoped R 1500.00

Bolt action with open sights to 29" barrel and Nikko Stirling 4x32 Silver Crown scope 

fitted. Rifle has detachable 5 round magazine and is good to good plus original 

condition.

F107 .22lr Winchester Mod 1906 Slide Action Rifle R 2250.00

Round barrel of 20" with open sights. Crescent butt plate straight grip hand. Fair to 

good condition.

F108 .22lr Mauser Mn410b Sporting Rifle - Scoped R 4950.00

Fitted with Tasco 4x32 scope on high see-through mounts which do not require the bolt 

to be bent. Manufactured 1934. The Mn410B's had a special high serial number 

beginning at 200 000+. There were a few early exceptions and this rifle is obviously on 

of them, serial number 46418. Jon Speed records two other exceptions in his book on 

the .22 Mausers, one at 47000 and the other at 50 000. Good original condition with 

crisp Mauser logo to butt.

F109 .22lr Mauser Mn410b Sporting Rifle - Scoped R 3950.00

Fitted with Tasco 4x32 scope, bolt handle has been lowered to accommodate scope, 

barrel of 23,5" has tangent rear sight and ramp fore sight. Manufactured 1934. Small 

chip to bottom of butt plate, rest of gun in good original condition.

F110 .22lr BSA Pump Action Rifle R 1950.00

Barrel length of 21,5",tubular magazine. Blue professionally refinished at some stage. 

Good overall condition.
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F111 .22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle - Scoped R 2500.00

Fitted with 4x32 scope, barrel length of 23,5", chequered fore end of 12", BSA ribbed 

butt plate. All in good to good plus condition.

F112 .22lr BSA Martini No.12 Target Rifle R 2950.00

Rifle has a 29" barrel with tunnel fore sight, rear open sight and adjustable dioptre 

target peep sight to rear of action. Fore end length of 12". Very good refinished 

condition.

F113 No Item

F114 .22lr Brno Mod 2E Rifle R 4500.00

Proofed 1987. Ten round magazine. Open sights to 24,75" magazine. Mint condition.

F115 .22lr Walther Dual Action Rifle R 2750.00

Rifle can be used as a semi-auto or bolt-action, depending how bolt is closed. Open 

sights to relatively heavy profile barrel of 24,5". Five shot detachable magazine. Finger 

grooves to fore end. Excellent professionally refinished condition.

F116 .22lr Voere Sporting Rifle R 3750.00

Bolt action rifle with open sights to 21" barrel and five round detachable magazine. 

Monte-Carlo type stock with grip cap and two panel chequering to both fore end and 

grip. Good overall.

F117 .22lr Anschutz Mod 1400 Sporting Rifle R 3750.00

Bolt action with 20" barrel, tangent type rear sight and ramp fore sight. Ten round 

factory magazine. Excellent bore, excellent refinished condition overall.

F118 .22lr Walther Target Rifle - Scoped R 6500.00

Heavy profile 28" barrel, adjustable trigger. Nikko Sterling Gold Crown 4x32 AO scope 

fitted. Rifle is fitted to RSA type target stock. Fore end sling swivel rail missing, rest 

good plus condition. Rifle is proofed 1974.

F119 .22lr Voere AM180 Rifle R 9500.00

Semi auto with 177 round flat pan type magazine, rifle is fitted with a detachable 

silencer to 17,5" ribbed barrel, detachable stock.

F120 .22lr Winchester M72 Rifle R 1850.00

Bolt action rifle with tubular magazine and 24,5" barrel carrying open sights. Walnut 

stock with "Winchester" butt plate to it. Good overall condition with some loss of blue 

to finish.

F121 .22lr BSA Sportsmans Fifteen Rifle R 1950.00

Bolt action with 15 round tubular feed magazine. Open sights to 25" barrel. Excellent 

refinished condition.

F122 .22hnt Sako M78 Rifle R 5500.00

Rifle has been rebarrelled. The 25.5"(648mm) round tapered barrel has no fixed sights. 

Scope mount base fitted. Very good bore. Bolt action with a side safety, 5 shot 

magazine. Toe of polymer butt plate broken off, otherwise excellent condition.

F123 .22hnt Lithgow Rifle R 3950.00

Built by Lithgow on the Lithgow SMLE action with 25" barrel carrying open sights and a 

five round magazine. Sporting stock with chequered wrist and fore end. Good overall 

condition.

F124 .22hnt Zidi Sporting Rifle R 3750.00

"Zidi" marking to action which has detachable magazine. Barrel length of 22" with open 

sights to barrel. Schnabel fore end tip, two-panel chequering to both wrist and fore end. 

Stock has been professionally "refreshed". Slight fading to original blued finish on barrel 

and action. Good overall condition.

F125 .22-250 Remington Model 40-X Bench Rest Rifle R 8500.00

Bolt action single shot with 27,25" stainless barrel, American walnut target stock with 

adjustable palm rest, adjustable swivel guide rail and adjustable trigger. Fitted with Lynx 

Professional series 6-24x42 scope. All in excellent condition.

F126 .22-250rem Krico Rifle - Scoped R 7500.00

Fitted with 3-12x40 Tasco scope. Barrel of 24" with ramp fore sight and leaf rear sight. 

Side of receiver marked "Krico GMBH Stuttgart Made in W. Germany" . Monte-Carlo 

stock with horn fore end tip chequered wrist & fore-end, grip cap, cheek-piece and 

ventilated recoil pad. Detachable five rd. magazine. Excellent overall condition.
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F127 .243win Ruger M77 Rifle R 5500.00

Barrel length of 22"(560mm) with muzzle threaded for silencer. Drop floor plate to M77 

action. Two-panel chequering to both foreend and wrist. Solid black recoil pad to butt. 

Good bore, some light scratches to stock. Good overall.

F128 .243win BSA Rifle R 4950.00

Built on BSA Mauser type action with broad claw extractor and dove tail flat based 

receiver, open sights and factory integral muzzle brake to 22" barrel, quick release 

magazine base, adjustable trigger, wrap around chequering to fore end, two panel 

chequering to grip, Monte Carlo comb and solid rubber recoil pad to butt, excellent bore. 

Excellent original condition.

F129 .243win Parker Hale Rifle R 4500.00

Barrel length of 24" with ramp foresight and folding leaf adjustable rear sight. Built on 

commercial Mauser action with solid side wall, adjustable trigger and drop magazine 

floor plate. Distinctive flat type Parker Hale fore end with single panel chequering to 

bottom and two panel chequering to wrist. Wooden grip cap. Ventilated recoil pad to 

butt. Excellent bore, good overall condition.

F130 .25-06 Sako L61R Rifle - Scoped R 13500.00

Barrel length of 23", 6x40 Japanese scope fitted. Two-D847panel chequering to both 

fore end and grip. Typical square Sako type Monte-Carlo butt with ventilated recoil pad. 

Excellent condition.

F131 6.5mm Mannlicher-Schonauer Carbine R 9500.00

Take-down carbine with 22,5" barrel and Lynx scope mount to receiver. Muzzle has 

been unobtrusively threaded for a silencer and end cap fitted. Removable grip cap has 

provision in it for a spare sight, lift up butt trap in which to carry extra rounds. Double-

set triggers, two leaf rear, typical Mannlicher type fore sight. Bore with expected cordite 
F132 .270win Anschutz Mod 110 Rifle - Scoped R 8500.00

Fitted with Tasco 4x32 scope. Open sights to 24"barrel. Shotgun type trigger guard with 

elongated tang. Adjustable trigger and side safety to action. Skip-line chequering to fore 

end and wrist, ventilated recoil pad to butt. Good to good plus condition.

F133 No Item

F134 .270win Musgrave Mod 80 Rifle - Scoped R 7500.00

Fitted with Tasco 4x40 scope which displays a slight ding to the tube. Rifle was built 

specially for Sentraal Wes Co-op and is marked as such on the receiver. Musgrave 

marking to barrel and unique SWK serial number marking to barrel, open sights to 24" 

barrel, quick release magazine floor plate, adjustable trigger, stock has square angular 

line unique to the SWK range, two-panel chequering to fore end and wrist, red 

Musgrave marked recoil pad. A scarce rifle in good plus original condition.

F135 .280 Halger Magnum Mauser Rifle - Scoped R 65000.00

Magnum Mauser bolt action. The 280 Halger round is rare. Bore of the 28 3/4" (730mm) 

round tapered barrel is very good. Front sight removed though ramped rear sight 

remains. The big scope has gone through some hard times and begs an internal clean 

out. Of note is the Greener side safety, more associated with British shotguns than 

German rifles! The butt missing its horn toe cap, with escutcheon engraved "PMV 

Beaufort". BU proofs to action and bolt, rifle carries Mauser trademark to underside of 

the bolt. The original action alone would be worth R65000 to R70000 today. Gun good, 

scope would benefit from a rejuvenation.

F136 .270win Sako L61R Finnbear Rifle R 12000.00

Typical Sako square cut lines to cheek piece type stock. Two-panel chequering to grip 

and ventilated recoil pad to butt.  Barrel length of 24" and "L61R" markings to action. 

Very good condition.

F137 7x64mm Brno ZKK Deluxe Rifle - Scoped R 11500.00

Fitted with a Tasco 2-7X scope on steel Lynx mounts. Rifle is proofed 1979 and has a 

24" barrel with typical Brno open sights fitted. Deluxe Monte-Carlo type stock with dark 

tip and grip caps, two-panel chequering to wrist and fore end and ventilated recoil pad. 

Very good plus original condition.

F138 7x57mm Ruger No. 1 Falling Block Carbine - Scoped R 12000.00

Fitted with Leupold Vari-X3 1.5-5x scope. Full stock to 20" barrel which is fitted with iron 

sights, sliding tang type safety, chequered wrist and fore end. Rifle includes standard 

half stock type fore end as well. Good to good plus condition.
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F139 7x57mm Brno ZKK600 Sporting Rifle - Scoped R 6500.00

Fitted with Ultra-Optec MT6x40M scope. Deluxe model with 24" barrel and open sights, 

Monte-Carlo type stock with cheek piece and ventilated recoil pad. Excellent condition.

F140 7mmrem mag Golden Eagle Rifle R 13000.00

No sights to 24" barrel, well-figured American walnut stock with skip-line chequering, 3-

shot magazine. Contrasting grip cap and fore end tip. Made in Japan by Nikko, 

introduced 1976, discontinued 1979, the Golden Eagle was intended to compete with 

the Weatherby rifles and is very much a top-end rifle. Excellent condition.

F141 .308win Mannlicher Schoenauer Mod 1905 Rifle R 11500.00

Rebarrelled to .308win caliber, half-stock rifle with open sights to 24" barrel. Action 

drilled & tapped for Lynx scope mount. Wrap-around chequering to fore end, two-panel 

chequering to wrist. Typical Mannlicher spoon handle bolt and steel rotary magazine. 

Excellent bore, very good plus condition. A usable caliber in a fine rifle.

F142 .308win Sako Forester Rifle R 11500.00

Open sights to 23,5" barrel. Sako's L579 action with drop floor plate to magazine. 

Chequered fore end and wrist, typically square Sako lines to stock. Excellent condition.

F143 .308win Steyr Mannlicher Model L Rifle R 11500.00

Five-shot detachable rotary magazine, barrel length of 26", no sights to barrel. Heavy 

section  European walnut stock with chequered wrist and fore end.  Very good 

condition.

F144 .308win Krico Mod. 600 Sporting Rifle - Scoped R 6500.00

Fitted with a Nickel Marburg 4x36 scope on Lynx type steel mounts. Features a 3-shot 

detachable magazine and open sights to 23,5" barrel. Walnut stock with schnabel tip to 

fore end, two-panel chequering to wrist and fore end, Bavarian styled stock with cheek 

piece and ventilated recoil pad. Good plus original condition.

F145 .303br BSA "Lee-Speed" Sporting Rifle R 7500.00

Built on the Long Lee Speed action with "BSA Co." to receiver. Barrel of 25" by 

"Parker-Hale Birmingham" with commercial proofs, ramp fore sight and three leaf rear 

sight. Flat carbine type bolt handle, five round magazine and safety to the bolt handle. 

Wrap-around chequering to fore end and wrist which is of a semi-pistol grip profile. 

"BSA" marked butt plate. Good condition.

F146 .303 BSA "Lee Speed" Sporting Rifle R 7950.00

Built on the "Lee-Speed" action with five round magazine, flat bolt handle, dust cover 

and safety to the bolt. "BSA" trademark to barrel and action. Barrel length of 24,5" 

which has ramp fore sight and leaf & ladder rear sight. Stock has horn fore end and grip 

cap and ribbed trap door type steel butt plate. Wrap-around chequering to fore end grip. 

Rifle has a surprisingly good bore and has been professionally refinished. Good plus 

overall.

F147-F148 No Item

F149 9x57mm Mauser B Type Sporting Rifle R 13500.00

Manufactured "Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf". Serial number indicates 1927 

manufacture, tangent sights to 24" barrel. Lever release mag plate, chequering to wrist, 

cheek piece to stock, original Mauser butt plate. Matching numbers to barrel, receiver 

and bolt. Some fading to finish on receiver and floor plate. Fair to good overall 

condition.

F150 9x57mm Mauser Type M Full Stock Carbine R 50000.00

A very rare Mauser, 50cm (19 5/8") barrel  has a ramp front sight but rear sight is 

removed and a peep sight installed over the rear of the breech, rear sight is included. 

The bore is sound. The standard commercial action has a 'butter knife' shaped handle, 

and double set triggers are fitted. The magazine floor plate with opening lever. The full 

length stock of well coloured walnut with contrasting figure, is chequered to 24LPI to 

pistol grip (which has a metal cap) sides and small wrap-around fore arm pattern.  A 

small cheek piece is present. Date of manufacture 1924-1925. Very good condition.

F151 No Item
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F152 .375 Express BSA Army & Navy Rifle - Pre 1898 R 8500.00

Built on a "Lee Speed" action by BSA for the "Army & Navy Co". The 25" (637mm) 

round tapered barrel has a reasonably good bore. Iron sights, the rear a 3 blade leaf to 

500 yds. A 5 shot magazine is fitted. Some light scroll engraving about the action 

surfaces. Butt socket marked "BSA.Co". Under the dark finish there is rather choice 

walnut with user wear to the fore arm chequering on the RHS. The .375 Express 

cartridge is obsolete. "Army & Navy" markings to dustcover. Good condition.

F153 .375h&h Cogswell & Harrison Rifle R 17500.00

Built on the M98 Mauser action with a barrel length of 25". Barrel marked to "Cogswell 

& Harrison Ltd. London, 168 Piccadilly". British proofs to knox form. Ramp fore sight 

and three leaf rear sight. Lynx type scope bases fitted to action. Stock has barrel recoil 

lug, wrap-around chequering to fore end and two-panel chequering to grip. Butt has 

cheek piece, metal grip cap and red Silvers recoil pad to it. Lo-scope safety to action. 

Very good bore, good plus refinished condition overall.

F154 .416 Rigby Sporting Rifle By John Rigby & Co. Ltd R 170000.00

Recent Rigby build on the single square bridge magnum Mauser action. Barrel length of 

22,5" with express rear sight, banded swivel and banded fore sight. Receiver marked 

"Rigby's Special .416 Bore for Big Game". Rifle is built on a superior grade walnut 

stock with wrap-around chequering to the fore end and two-panel chequering to the 

wrist. Colour case hardened opening grip cap. Rifle has a L.O.P. of 14,9" with Silvers 

solid red type pad fitted. Rifle is in "as new" condition and has fired a total of four shots.

F155 .416 Rigby Ferlach Custom Rifle R 70000.00

Rifle has a octagonal ribbed 26,5" barrel with four leaf express sight and ramp fore 

sight. Built on a Brevex Magnum Mauser action with engraved and nickelled bolt 

handle, 45 degree lo-scope safety and nickelled, engraved floor plate and engraved 

trigger guard. Stock is built on the traditional English style and features: Ebony fore end 

tip, wrap-around chequering to fore end, recoil lug, wrap around chequering to wrist, 

steel grip cap, shadow line cheek piece and solid red recoil pad. Stock is made of a 

better grade wood. A well executed rifle in fine condition. Customer has the following 
F156 .458win mag FN Rifle - Scoped R 14500.00

Fitted with Redfield Illuminator 3-9x scope on Austrian QD mounts. Open sights to 24" 

barrel, solid side wall action marked "Fab.Nat.D Armes De Guerre Herstal Belgique". 

Rifle is fitted with front and rear recoil lugs plus barrel mount recoil lug. Semi Monte-

Carlo stock has wrap-around chequering to fore end and two-panel chequering to wrist. 

Red ventilated factory recoil pad, extended button to magazine release, side safety and 

adjustable trigger, good plus bore. Good overall condition.

F157 .460 Weatherby Mk V Deluxe Rifle R 30000.00

Select grade walnut stock with ventilated Weatherby recoil pad, contrasting grip caps 

and fore end tips and fine 4-panel chequering. Barrel of  26" has factory muzzle-brake, 

barrel band front swivel, quarter-rib rear sight and has scope bases fitted to action. Rifle 

is fitted with factory extended 5-shot magazine. All in excellent condition. One of the 

premier grade modern big-game rifles.

F158 .470NE By Midland Gun Co.  - Cased R 180000.00

Boxlock extractor gun with 26" barrels & 3 leaf rear sight. Barrels marked "Midland 

Gun Co. Birmingham" and "Cordite .470-75-500Axite .470-77-500". Fully engraved 

action with tiger, lion & buffalo scenes to it.  Action has side-clips and disc set strikers. 

Stock is made of very well-figured walnut and has pistol grip, teardrops, shadow-line 

cheek piece and solid recoil pad. Engraving to steel grip cap. The gun is in very fine 

professionally refinished condition, bores in good condition and cased with trade label, 

oil bottle and snap caps. All in very good condition.

F159 No Item

F160 12ga C H Smith S/S Shotgun - Cased R 6500.00

In hard canvas case with leather binding to edges. Box lock ejector action with re-

enforced bolster, extensive colour case hardening and engraving to action, 26" barrels 

are marked to "C H Smith & Sons Birmingham", choked full and modified and nitro 

proofed for 1 1/8oz load ,excellent bores. Well figured stock has a L.O.P. of 14,5", fine 

flat-top chequering and tear drops to it, tight action. Includes cleaning rods, brushes and 

snap caps Good plus condition.
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F161 No Item R 0.00

F162 12ga Charles Boswell S/S Shotgun - Cased R 3500.00

In green home made hard case.  Box lock, non-ejector with 28,75" barrels choked 

modified and modified, nitro proofed for 1 1/4oz load. Extensive engraving to action 

which is marked "Charles Boswell London", Greener type cross bolt to action, 

excellent bores, tight action. Stock with 14,4" L.O.P. Good to good plus original 
F163 12ga FN Browning B25 "Superposed" Shotgun - Cased R 23500.00

A1 Grade gun with 26,5" ribbed barrels choked improved & improved. L.O.P is 14,5" 

with semi-rounded pistol grip. Wrap-around chequering to both fore end and grip. In a 

hard leather finish type case.  Action tight, bores good, good plus overall condition.

F164 No Item

F165 12ga Mendi S/S Sidelock Ejector Shotgun - Cased R 12500.00

In hard blue canvas covered, brass cornered case. Hand-detachable fully engraved 

locks. Barrels of 28" and choked Improved Modified are nitro-proofed for 70mm rounds. 

Fine engraving to straight wrist and fore end. Well-figured stock of 15 " l.o.p with solid 

rubber Pachmayr recoil pad. All in very good condition.

F166 12ga Holloway & Naughton S/S Try-Gun - Cased R 15000.00

Top rib shows "Holloway & Naughton Ltd Makers, Birmingham, London and Paris". 

The 30" (76.3cm) barrels are choked  improved cylinder on the right and full on the left; 

the bores are excellent. Proofed for 1 1/8oz(32gm) shot. A colour case hardened 

boxlock action, marked "Holloway & Naughton Ltd" on either side. Viewing the stock 

and the various tools in the case it is obvious that this stock can be made to fit  just 

about anyone, the measurements can then be passed onto the stockmaker. VVGC.

F167 12ga Beretta O/U Mod 682 Gold E Shotgun - Cased R 35000.00

A 30" multi-choke, ejector with adjustable gold-plated single trigger. In factory hard gun 

case with a set of five chokes. Wrap-around chequering to fore end, two panel 

chequering to grip. In manufacturer's hard case. Excellent overall condition.

F168 .375/30-06/20ga Ferlach Double Rifle Set  - Cased R 125000.00

By J. Fanzoi of Ferlach. Three barrel sets in hard leather case comprising of: .375 

barrels of 24,75" with ramp fore sight and quarter rib to rear with QD mount bases and 

adjustable single leaf rear sight. An identical set of .30/06 barrels plus a set of 28" 20ga 

barrels. All barrels have engraving to the breech area and are in mint condition. Kirsten 

type cross bolt to action with re-enforced bolsters to side lock action, full scroll lock 

engraving to action and side lock plates, engraved steel grip cap and brass eschution 

plate to butt, shadow line cheek piece and recoil pad to well figured stock. Set includes 

Swarovski 1,25x4 x 30mm Habicht[as new] scope with QD bases and also a second 

Karel Kaps 4x36R scope with rail and QD mounts. All in excellent condition.

F169 16ga Browning Side Lock Ejector S/S Shotgun - Case R 3950.00

In leather leg o mutton case in very good condition. Nitro proofed barrels of 27,5", 

Greener type cross bolt to action. Plain blued lock plates, silver finish to action, 14" lop 

to stock, good bores, tight action. Good condition.

F170-175 No Item

F176 .410 Webley Bolt Action Shotgun R 1450.00

Bolt action shotgun single shot with 25.5" barrel. Excellent original condition.

F177 .410 Walking Stick Shotgun R 2250.00

With detachable skeleton shoulder stock, 25,5" British proofed barrel. Small semi-

concealed trigger. Good overall condition.

F178-179 No Item

F180 .410 Iver Johnson S/S Shotgun R 3950.00

Boxlock double trigger extractor gun with 28" barrels. Typical bulky American fore end, 

straight hand type stock. Two-panel chequering to both fore end and wrist. Some wear 

to finish, good bores, good tight action. Good overall condition.

F181 .410 Winchester Model 37 Single Barrel Shotgun R 450.00

Top lever with 28" barrel. Good used condition.
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F182 20ga Cogswell Pinfire S/S Hammer Shotgun R 2500.00

Jones rotary underlever action and back-action side locks. Damascus barrels of 28" 

with some pitting to bores. Well figured walnut stock with chequered wrist and fore end. 

Engraving to locks, lever and action. Good overall condition but for pitting to bores.

F182-187 No Item

F188 12ga BSA S/S Shotgun R 2500.00

Top rib shows "Made by B.S.A.". A plain box lock extractor model with an auto-safety, 

stamped "B.S.A" on left hand side. The 30" (76.2cm) barrels show some very light 

pitting and are cylinder bore on  the right  and 3/4 choked on the left. Gun is nitro-

proofed for 1 1/8oz (32gm) loads. The stock is of light walnut and has a LOP of 14" 

(35.5cm). Gun weight 3.53kg (7.8lbs).

F189 12ga Webley & Scott S/S Shotgun R 4500.00

Boxlock, double trigger extractor gun with 30" nitro-proofed barrels. Wrap-around 

chequering to slim fore end, two-panel chequering to semi-pistol grip stock which has a 

slim Pachmayr pad to it. Professionally inletted patch to butt. Good refinished barrels, 

action with a natural "silvered" finish which shows a few blemishes to the finish. Tight 

action. Good overall condition.

F190-192 No Item

F193 12ga Fn "Humpback" Mod A5 Semi-Auto Shotgun R 1500.00

With a 25.5"(650mm) barrel, ventilated top rib and a clean bore. A 5 shot auto on the 

long recoil principle. Barrel finish is still okay but the action finish is mainly gone. Slight 

(repairable) crack to back RHS of forearm. Otherwise in reasonably good condition.

F194 12ga Remington Mod 1100 Semi-Auto Shotgun R 4500.00

Ribbed 25" barrel, with cylinder choke. Magazine has been restricted to two round 

capacity for hunting use. Gas operated semi-auto. Very good plus condition.

F195 12ga FN-Browning Mod 5 Semi-Auto Shotgun R 2500.00

Used extensively by Rhodesian forces in the bush war. The "Humpback" with 29" barrel. 

Good refinished condition.

F196 12ga Browning Mod 2000 Semi-Auto Shotgun R 2950.00

Gun which has capacity for two rounds, engraved receiver, 30" ventilated rib barrel with 

3/4 choke to it, wrap-around chequering to fore end, two-panel chequering to grip. 

Loading port on the left side of the action. Very good overall condition.

F197 12ga Beretta Mod A300 Semi-Auto Shotgun R 4500.00

Ventilated rib to 28" barrel. Barrel is marked to "Musgrave" indicating Musgrave / 

Beretta marketing link. Chequered wrist & fore end, Pachmayr "Decelerator" pad fitted. 

This shotgun has features more commonly associated with the more expensive A301 

shotgun. Very good plus condition.

F198 No Item

F199 12ga Webley-Beretta O/U Shotgun R 12500.00

Built by Beretta for Webley, the engraved and colour case-hardened action is marked 

"Webley-Beretta" to both sides. Single trigger, ejector gun with 28" barrels and full & 

half chokes. The well-figured stock has been extended to give a L.O.P. of 14,9" and is 

configured for a head-up shooting style. Very good condition.

F200 10ga Browning Invector Gold 10 Semi -Auto Shotgun R 12500.00

The ultimate waterfowling shotgun? Gas operated to soak-up recoil from the 3,5" 

chamber. Ventilated rib to 26" multi-choked barrel. Full choke fitted. Ventilated Browning 

recoil pad fitted. Marked with "Browning Utah." address. Very good condition.

F201-202 No Item

F203 10ga Winchester Mod 1887 Shotgun R 20000.00

Rolling block action marked "WRA Co." to side of receiver with Winchester details to 

tang. Barrel length of 32" and under barrel tube magazine. Shotgun has been 

professional refurbished with barrel reblued  stock refinished. Work has been 

professionally done. Case-hardened receiver.
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F204 12ga Beretta S56E O/U Shotgun R 10500.00

Double triggers with forward folding front trigger. Ejector action. Ribbed barrels of 28" 

choked full & 3/4. Ventilated recoil pad. Good plus condition but for tripping ejector on 

the upper barrel.

F205 1.5" Webley-Schermuly Stopper Gun R 1950.00

Breakneck 14,25" barrel with vertical fore grip. Wooden butt. Good overall condition. 

Used for crowd control.

F206 37mm Stopper R 2250.00

Used for crowd control, capable of firing a 37mm baton round or CS gas. Locally 

manufactured by Milkor. Telescoping stock, breakneck action, barrel length of 15". Very 

good plus condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

G1 .223rem Ruger HM77LR Rifle - Boxed R 14500.00

Left hand action with satin blued finish to 22" barrel, in manufacturers' box with rings 

and accessories. Wrap around chequering to fore end, two-panel chequering to wrist. 

Condition "as new".

G2 .25-06 Vektor Rifle & Accessories - Cased - Scoped R 17500.00

In hard polymer carry tech case. Custom built single shot rifle built by Truvelo, utilizing a 

24" Vektor barrel and RPA2000 left handed target action. Scoped with 3-9x50 Tasco 

target scope. Fluted fore end is fitted with a Versapod detachable bipod, left handed 

stock and adjustable trigger. Good to good plus condition.

G3 .22lr Norinco JW21 Lever Action Rifle - Scoped R 1950.00

Fitted with Zenison 4 x32 scope full length mag tube and open sights to 20" barrel, steel 

butt plate. Good plus to excellent condition.

G4 .22lr Squibman Mod 11 Bolt Action Rifle R 1950.00

Open sights to 23,5" barrel, bolt action with five shot detachable magazine. Monte-Carlo 

type stock with cheek piece, white line spacers and dark tip and grip caps. Two-panel 

chequering to fore end and wrist. Scope mounting rails to receiver. Very good plus 

condition.

G5 .22lr Norinco JW15A Rifle R 1850.00

Bolt action with five shot detachable magazine, 23,5" barrel with open sights and wood 

stock. All in excellent condition

G6 .22lr Brno Mod 2 E-H Silenced & Scoped R 6500.00

One of the most desirable .22lr rifles. Barrel length of 15" plus lightweight  silencer 

which is 8" long. Fitted with Crisbow 4x32 scope and five round magazine. Very good 

condition.

G7 .22lr Squires Bingham Semi-Auto Rifle R 1600.00

The 530mm (20 7/8") barrel is on the heavy side, bore is fair. Ten shot magazine. The 

hardwood stock has 18LPI chequering to fore arm and pistol grip. A 4x32 Nikko Sterling 

scope is fitted. In good working condition.

G8 .22hornet/.410 CBC Combo Gun R 3250.00

Two separate barrels, bead fore sight to 28" shotgun barrel and open sights to 23" rifle 

barrel which also has  scope mounting base fitted. Hammer extension for cocking action 

scope when scope is mounted. Extremely good bores on both barrels. Good plus to 

excellent condition.

G9 .22lr/20ga Savage Mod 24D O/U Combination R 3750.00

Open sights to 24" barrel which is also grooved for scope mounts. Monte-Carlo stock 

with chequering to both fore end and grip. P series model. Gun is in excellent condition, 

colour case hardened receiver and blued barrels. A lot more usable than the 

conventional .22/410.

G10 No Item

G11 6mm Musgrave Sporting Rifle - Scoped R 5500.00

Built by Musgrave's on the .303 SMLE action with a 25" barrel. Fitted with a Nikko 

Stirling 4x32 scope. Monte-Carlo type butt with ventilated Musgrave recoil pad and skip-

line chequering to fore end and grip. Excellent condition.

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
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G12 .250sav Truvelo/Mauser Custom Rifle - Scoped R 5500.00

Built on a Brno VZ24 M98 action with a 26" Truvelo barrel. Adjustable trigger, rifle is 

fitted with a modern Weaver 4X scope with parallax adjustment to front of scope. 

Walnut stock has schnabel to fore end, two- panel chequering to fore end & grip, Monte-

Carlo type butt and rubber recoil pad. Good to good plus condition.

G13 6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser Custom Barrel R 2950.00

Fluted stainless relatively heavy 30" barrel with a muzzle ring diameter of 23mm, fitted 

to an RSA receiver. Some-one's project long-range rifle which appears not to have got 

off the ground. Bore looks good.

G14 6.5-06 Mauser Full-Stock Custom Rifle - Scoped R 13500.00

Fitted with a Nikko-Sterling 3-9x42 Nighteater scope. Full-stock of walnut with a 22" 

barrel carrying open sights to it. Adjustable trigger and lo-scope safety fitted. Built on a 

FN Mauser M98 action. Stock has dark wood fore end tip, wrap-around chequering to 

fore end and two-panel chequering to grip. Pachmayr "Decelerator" pad fitted. All in 

excellent condition.

G15 No Item

G16 6.5x55mm Tikka T3 Rifle R 17500.00

Synthetic stock with wide palm rails and cheek piece for both left or right handed use. 

Detachable five round magazine. Relatively heavy 24"barrel, Picatinny mount to action. 

Excellent overall condition.

G17 7x57mm CZ 600 Lux Rifle - Scoped R 6500.00

Rifle is proofed 1994 and has typical Brno/CZ open sights to 24" barrel. Monte-Carlo 

style deluxe stock with chequered wrist and fore end. Rifle is fitted with a Lynx 4X40 

DWV scope. Excellent condition.

G18 .308win Tikka T3 Sporter Rifle R 22500.00

Adjustable laminated stock with rails to both sides of fore end and below fore-end, 

cooling vents to stock and adjustable cheek piece to stock. Five round detachable box 

magazine and new spare magazine included. Relatively heavy 24,5" barrel. All in mint 

condition.

G19 .30/30 Marlin Mod 336CS Lever Action Rifle R 15000.00

Equipped with Lynx 1,75-5X20 scope and off set hammer cocking extension. Rifle is 

blued and has a 20" barrel. Overall excellent condition.

G20 .357mag Winchester M1873 Repro By Uberti R 6500.00

Sporting rifle with 23" hexagonal barrel and full length tube magazine, iron sights fitted 

to barrel, steel receiver has a case hardened finish with some loss of finishing to sharp 

edges. Straight hand walnut butt with crescent type steel butt plate. Good overall 

condition.

G21 .444 Marlin Mod 336CS B978 Lever Action Rifle R 13500.00

Tubular 5-shot magazine ,22' barrel with hooded ramp front sight and adjustable rear 

sight. Fitted with Golden Eagle 4x40 telescope sight and offset hammer spur. Ventilated 

recoil pad to American walnut stock. Good plus condition.

G22 12ga Gaspar Arrizaga S/S Shotgun R 1750.00

Long barrels of 32" choked full and half, boxlock, double trigger, extractor action with 

wild fowling engraving to both sides of silver finished action. Chequering to slim fore 

end and semi pistol grip. Ventilated rubber recoil pad to butt, good bores, tight action.

G23 12ga Miroku S/S Shotgun R 5000.00

Box lock action with 28" barrels choked full and modified, plain walnut stock with 

extension to butt giving a 15" lop. Gun is in professionally refinished condition with good 

bores and tight action.

G24 12ga Baikal O/U Shotgun R 4500.00

Single trigger, ejector gun with 28,75" ribbed barrels choked full & half. L.O.P is 14,2" 

with two-panel chequering to fore end and wrist. Very good plus condition.

G25 12ga SKB O/U Mod 500 Shotgun R 5500.00

Bolstered reinforcing to single selective trigger, ejector action. Barrel lengths of  28", 

choked full and half. L.O.P. = 14,9". Very good condition.
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G26 12ga Miroku O/U Shotgun R 6000.00

Field gun with 30" barrels, choked full and half with broad top rib to barrels. Four panel 

chequering to fore end and pistol grip wrist. Piece of wood has been added to butt to 

give more drop at lower section. Tight action, good bores. Good to good plus condition.

G27 12ga Miroku S/S Boxlock Shotgun R 4500.00

Double trigger, extractor model with 28" barrels choked full & half. Colour case 

hardened action with some engraving to it. Pistol grip type stock with chequered fore 

end & wrist. Extremely good condition.

G28 .410 Zabala S/S Shotgun R 3250.00

Box lock, double trigger, extractor action with 26" barrels, chequering to beaver tail fore 

end and pistol grip. Excellent original condition.

G29 12ga CBC Mod 586P Riot Pump Shotgun R 1950.00

Full length magazine tube to 19,5" barrel, wooden butt and fore end Includes 

detachable pistol grip. Very good plus condition.

G30 12ga Valtro Pump Action Shotgun R 3750.00

Combat shotgun with 6 round box magazine, 19,5" barrel, pistol grip stock. Good plus 

original condition.

G31 12ga Beretta Combat Customised Pump Action Shotgun R 6000.00

Shotgun has been fitted with an ATI folding stock which is adjustable for both length of 

pull and height. Guns is fitted with top rib which also functions as an extra ammunition 

carrier, adjustable hi-visibility combat sights fitted to both receiver and 20.5" barrel. ATI 

synthetic fore- end, heat shield fitted to barrel. All in excellent condition.

G32 12ga Maverick Mod 88 Pump Action Shotgun R 1750.00

A 20"(508mm) version, this has lost most of the action finish, but this has not affected 

its working. Fair to good condition.

G33 12ga Maverick Mod 88 Slug Gun R 2650.00

Pump action, 24" (610mm) barrel with a bead front sight and a folding V rear sight. Bore 

is fine. Polymer hand grip and stock. In good working condition.

G34 12ga Smith & Wesson Mod 916A Field Shotgun R 2500.00

Pump action with a 28" full choke barrel. Wooden butt, sliding tang safety. Good overall.

G35 12ga Atis Semi-Auto Shotgun R 2500.00

Field model with 28" ventilated rib barrel with 3/4 choke. Extended mag tube fitted. 

Excellent condition.

G36 12ga Mossberg Mod 395T Bolt Action Shotgun R 2450.00

Gun has 28" 3/4 choked barrel and two round detachable magazine. Chambered for 3" 

shells. In very good plus condition.

G37 12ga Manufrance Pump-Action Shotgun R 1950.00

Riot gun with 20" barrel. Matt black finish to receiver. Oil finish to stock. Excellent 

condition.

G38 12ga CBC Mod 586 Riot Pump Shotgun R 2000.00

Full length magazine tube to 19,5" barrel, wooden butt and fore end. Very good plus 

condition.

G39 .303br Lithgow Custom Rifle - Scoped R 3950.00

Fitted with 4x40 Mikeroscope Japanese riflescope. Built on a Lithgow SMLE No.1 Mk3 

action with black-finished, thumb-hole (No Suggestions) type stock, fitted bipod and 

21,5" barrel. Excellent condition.

G40 .303br Parker Hale Custom Rifle - Scoped R 4500.00

Fitted with Weaver K4-1 steel tube scope. Rifle is built on P-14 type sporter action with 

receiver ears removed and mag box straightened. Barrel length of 24,5". Rifle has a 

well-built custom thumb-hole type stock with a dark fore-end tip. Some loss of finish to 

stock, rest good condition.

G42 .303br Lee Enfield Sporterised Rifle - Scoped R 1950.00

Built on S.M.L.E. No 1 Mk III action, fitted with Winfield 3-9x32 WA scope. Fore end 

shortened, recoil pad added to butt. Good overall condition.
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G44 .303 Lee Enfield Sporterised Rifle R 1750.00

Fore end shortened, recoil pad fitted to butt, action drilled and tapped for scope rings, 

good bore, good refinished condition

G45 .303br Lee Enfield Sporting Rifle - Scoped R 2950.00

Rifle is built on a No 4 action with 21.5"(546mm) barrel and 4x32 Ram telescopic sight 

fitted. Rifle has custom Monte-Carlo type butt with recoil pad and matching fore end. 

Good plus overall condition.

G46 .303 No. 4 Folding Carbine R 2950.00

Short & compact, fitted with a folding stock and having an overall length of 27" 

[685mm], the rifle would make an ideal farm defence gun with ten round magazine and 

16,5" barrel. Black matt finished, combat peep sight to No.4  Lee Enfield action. 

Excellent condition.

G47 .303 Ross M10 Rifle R 4500.00

Breech stamped "Ross Rifle Co. Canada, M10 Patented". The 29 3/4" round tapered 

barrel has a good bore. Interesting straight-pull action which did not fare well in the 

trenches of France. Dioptre rear sight is fitted and a hooded front sight. Fore-end cut-

down to a sporting configuration, rest good original condition.

G48 12ga Redolfi EOS Competition O/U Shotgun - Cased R 29500.00

In manufacturer's hard case with instruction manual, chokes and tools. Multi-choke 

barrels of 30", single trigger, ejector action. Adjustable stock of superior grade walnut 

with two-panel chequering to wrist and wrap-around chequering to fore end. Condition 

of gun is "as new".

G49-50 No Item

G51 .303 Lee Enfield No. 4 Sporterised Rifle - Scoped R 2250.00

Fitted with Lynx 3-9x40 scope on steel Lynx mount. Barrel shortened to 22", schnabel 

tip to fore end, recoil pad added to butt. Good plus condition.

Conditions of Sale

The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal announcement 
during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the property listed in this 
catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the said property that we act 
for.

1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by     
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a)  The bid price,
b)  A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at   

15% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.375%)
c)  And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 15% of the bid price. It is recorded  

that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot 
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to  

such premium. 

2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased  
the lot being offered and to have:

a)  assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in 
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein

b)  to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar  
days from the date of sale.

In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have assumed 
full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions contained 
herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence or permit for 
possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said 
licences

Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may 
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to 
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against
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the prevailing terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the 
Auction purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the 
dealerIt is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any, between 
the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or body 
not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have been 
settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in cash or 
in Bank Cleared funds. 

All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners Club 
International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of the 
aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or Charge Card 
settlements.

No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been 
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the purchaser, in 
addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including but without 
limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price, then we at our sole 
discretion may:

a)   cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b)   resell the property.

3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in full or 
collected, within 6 (Six) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be deemed to be 
abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and recover 
reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property and/or the 
purchaser.

No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer may not 
be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any other party, in 
this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser liable for all costs 
including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges due hereunder, our 
attorneys fees and incidental charges.

All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of this

clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent from the

seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.
In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale date, of any 
item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150-00 per 
calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first day of 
the month within which the six month period shall expire. In the event that the purchaser fails in his 
obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own discretion, resell such 
item to recover such fee.

4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such 
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their catalogued 
number and no lot shall be divided for sale.

5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall 
be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in the sole 
opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole right to 
determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale records shall 
be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.

6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or 
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be liable 
only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include payment for 
consequential or incidental damages. 

Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative 
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.  
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9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so 
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or packers 
including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own insurance 
and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.

10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms, are 
governed by the laws of South Africa.  By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent, order-bid 
or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach, 
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims 
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be 
resolved by the parties in 10.  

These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and purchasers 
and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or modification of the 
terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the sale) shall bind us 
unless specifically stated in writing signed by us. 

11. Absentee Bids.  As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual auction, 
we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in writing on the 
bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.

Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum 
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In the 
event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We accept no 
responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.

12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots. 
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty to 
bidder or seller as to the actual price. 
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than the 
estimate value. 

13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the 
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the floor. 
By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500 R     50-00 increments
501 - 1999 R    100-00 increments
2,000-4,999 R    250-00 increments
5,000-9,999 R    500-00 increments
10,000-19,999 R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 > R 2,500-00 increments

7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required by 
the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the consignor’s 
behalf in order to protect such reserve. 

Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY 

A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.

8. All lots are sold “Voetstoets”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR

IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP, 

PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR 

HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT 

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY 

OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM
To:

Lot No: Description: Limit:

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)                                                     Tel: 013 656 2923

PO Box 484                                                                        

Full Name: (Please Print) 

Signature :                                                                          Date:

ID Number: 

Postal Address:

Residential Address:

Tel :                                                                       Fax: 

Cell :                                                     Email:

1042

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 67 to be held on  9th May 2020

Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 7th May 2020

I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;

River Crescent                                                                   Email: info@classicarms.co.za
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